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of
congratulation to know that we are more strength of mind and force of woe to assuage, sorrow to alleviate given to prey upon his fellow-beast- s
wearing the white flower of a blame
districts of Pennsylvania, Massachu
setts and Illinois packed, but it Is sur here tonight, standing upon the' plat- character. It is safe to say also that and?onditions to improve. Ours is an for sustenance, but standing there less life."
form of charity and benevolence,- - the the latter is a charitable man. He is Individual
em- and yet an organized proud and alone and
prising to notice that Richmond, Va.,
of
our
blematic
The
character
"Experience is the Best Teacher."
order.
corner
stone
of
a
the
also
man
Benevolent
and
and
sympathetic
sympathy charity. Today we have companies, j of our order Invites to its
covers only 6,520 acres.and Louisville,
We must be willing to learn from
membership
of
Order
Protective
Elks.
is me ioe oi severity.
HJiKUom as a
Ky., 12,800 acres, as compared with
squadrons, regiments and brigades of the brightest minds, the ablest men, the experience of other people. EvThe United States is a country of rule tornado up of the latter class. soldiers
enlisted under the banner of in every profession and walk of life.
Duluth, Minn.', and Des Moines, la., immense resources.
ery testimonial in favor of Hood's
Its wealth is pro- The Elk is a man of an imagination, charity, all endowed with that
fellow We count amongst our members sen- Sarsaparilla is the voice of
which, with much smaller populations
experience
digious, and yet there are localities fehow me a cruel man; show me a bar
and
ators,
governors
representatives
which makes the whole world
0
in each case, cover, respectively,
minds of the to you, and it is your duty . if . your
where poverty is tremendous. . But barous man; show me a vindictive feeling
the
brightest
judicial
kin. Such organization, establishing United States
and 34,500 acres.
today are enrolled in blood is impure and your health failsink into insig- kman; show me an uncharitable man
both, by
of action, in any sphere of work, its membership. And why are they
The health statistics show that nincance comparison,
You have
ing, to take this medicine.
when we contemplate that and each will be deficient in imagina- unity
is a means to great and enduring suc- attracted, to thiB organization? From
McKeesport, Pa., is perhaps the wealth of charity which surrounds us tion.; The
reason to expect that it will uo
every
I
practice of charity creates cess., In the world of Elkdom
healthiest city in this country. Its and which Is an attribute of American compassion. Under the
today, the fact that its tenets and principles for you what it has Tione for others,
softening and wherever a work of charity is to be are such, that it pffers a wider field
rate of deaths from consumption is citizenship. No matter what may be refining Influences
it is the best medicine money can
for
produced by the
we stand, animated by the In doing in; organization, what they
their Individual capacities hold buy.
only 1.09 per thousand, as compared the efforts of philanthropists for the cultivation of charitable thoughts, the performed,
highest motives, ready to perform the nearest and dearest; that is doing Hood's Pills cure constipation. Price
with 12 in Boston and New York, and removal of poverty, the world can sight, even the mental
picture of suf duty which is not only ours but one good and doing
it in such a way that
26 in Denver, Colo.,, due, of course make up Its mind that the words cf fering, produces in all but the most
25 cents. .'
which belongs of right to every self the recipient of any bounties reto the fact that consumptives resort to the Carpenter of Nazareth, whose life hardened, a reflex feeling of pain,
'
charitable citizen of our ceived is not embarrassed by any gar-ls'
For Sale.
Denver from all parts of the country. was charity's personification, "The which makesjeertain kind of cruelty respecting,
show or ignoble display.
common country. "Suclfcharity thus'
Benevolence
and charity are its
Established paying general merThe rate of 13.60 deaths per thou poor ye always have with you," will impossible.
dispensed," America's greatest Catho- principle features; grounded
the
upon
cantile
business located in one-othe
sand from old age (considerably the ever be verified.
too
What
high words of praise then lic bishop has said, "gold can not pur- solid foundation of patriotism and fThe order of Elks is animated by t can, be had for an Order (vhich,
ofNew
Mexico.
best
in
Post
points
highest on the list) is accredited to
by its chase, glory can not inspire." Such idelity; Charity dispensed from a
Salt Lake City, a condition to account spirit of zeal and charity for their fel very associations, condemns men of charity secures for its dispenser what charitable heart falls as the gentle fice In store. You can either buy or
for which no theory has yet been low beings and voluntarily they '.use narrow ideas and dull powers of per- is most valuable and most difficult of dew from heaven. A charity which lease the realestate with improveno sect or creed a charity not ments which consist of a six room resbrought forward." In Pittsburg and their means for the alleviation 'of. the ception, and welcome those who are attainment the sweetness and ten- knows
confined to the narrow precincts of
distressed. The heart of the loyal
if
broadnot
old
from
deaths
and,
derness
are
of
love
Chicago
which is the mas- the ordei but extended to the entire idence, one store house 40x60 with
age
that
only Elk is in his
work. lie diligently minded, at least willing to become ter as well as
2 per thousand.
good cellar, good store and post office
mistress of the community.
tlie
.
These impressive ceremonies this fixtures, stables, corrals with 320
world. The poor, the sick in body
At a time wlren the' extension wf searches out the descrying poor and so.
of the circumstance. says
man is swift in and in heart often need the smile of evening are to commemorate the acres land goat pasture. Several parmunicipal functions Is occupying pub He is nothing
have passed
in
his
and
indiscriminating
in condemna tncouragement, the hearty grasp of memories of those who
charity,
prompt
judgment
lic attention, it is interesting to note He tries to remove
to the great beyond.- - Fortunately for ties made fortunes there. Tho real
causes of mis tion. He has no standard but his own
the
the figures Which relate to city ownersympathy, the hopeful word, the kind- us, the beautiful climate of this sec estate can be bought by paying ten
ery, io reclaim tne unfortunate, to and lie pronounces judgment without ly look: "Such
charity of thought as tlon, precludes the possibility of hav- per cent cash, balance on nine yearly
cities own their
ship. Ninety-sihim on his feet and to make
exercises apply to us local- payments with six per cent interest
water supply, among the exceptions aputuseful and honorable member"him discretion or consideration and with- well as deed comes from the heart and ing asthese
we number none of our mem- on
of out timidity. But the large and cul Ignites all other hearts within the ly,
deferred payments.. The real esbeing Indianapolis, New Haven, New society. You do not hear him," with tivated
bers among the departed ones; 'r but
mind is full of intellectual radius of its influence."
is owned by a
tate
the
'
exercises are In commemoraOrleans, and San Francisco. Four the voice of Cain, cry out: "Ami
To create such men as "Time was when there was no char- these
tion of any and all Elks who have present occupant will sell on account
have municipal gas works Duluth, my brother's keeper. " Rather do we sympathy.
these is possible where the
ity. The ancient Greeks and Romans passed and gone. Each year wher- of
having other business. The busiRichmond, Toledo and Wheeling and hear him exclaim, "Forgive them, or this order are earned out,teachings
had no such word In their vocabulary. ever there is a
encourlodge of Elks this same ness will bear the closet Investigation
and
were
thirteen own and operate electric Father, they know not what they do." aged and practiced.
not simple and impressive exercises are
Hospitals
asylums
their public institutions. Thev held in commemoration
of our broth- - For particulars address B care Optic.
Io matter how limited our means, With a society made up of men en- I among
light plants.
drowned the maimed and aged and ers, who have not. In the sense of the
f
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days when
live sinned
it was written that
motherhood
ahould hereafter be ac-

Pity.

Lecky.

on Thanksgiving day you can toa
him In the rosy glow of our rare oil
Burgundy or claret, or in the golden

sparkle of our wines, champagne, in
iai.no wines that are as bewitching
as the Lorelei's song, or in the rich
amber of our Spring Belle whiskey,
till you can "sing ia wild delight, I
will, I will be mad tonight." Let ui
furnish your Thanksgiving table!
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DEPOT DRUG STORE
Finest Toilet Article, Soap, Etiv
f inest Cigars in the City

Prescriptions Accurately Compounded.
We are

i

I

Civ-V-

jM

-i

'

Las Vegas Iron Works
Foundry and Machine Shop.
J.

C. ADLON,

:

:

'

.

Propr.,

East Las Vegas, N. ffl.

Mill ftiid Mining Machinery built to order and
IJcyiairfd. Castings of all kinds. Machine
work pmnptly done. Agent for Webster
Gasoline Engine; 1U quires no engineer, no
snicfc'V'o danger; best power for pumping
and fiiijaling purposes. Call and see us.

WINTERS DRUG CO.,
Plaza Pharmacy.'

Dealers in Drugs, Medicines and Chemicals.
Patent medicines, sponges, syringes, soap, combs and brashes,
perfumery, fanny and toilet articles and all goods usually kept

Physicians' prescriptions carefully compounded,
iy druggists.
and all orders correctly answered. Goods selected with great
care and warranted as represented.

.

Dublic-spirite-

'.he building reason supplying
choice grades of lumber to buildera
We are prompt In
and contractors
and supply
nil
otders,
delivering
nothing but the best seasoned yellow
and white pine and redwood lumber,
and
shingles, and all kinds of hard Altoft woods for building purposes.
so builder's hardwaie, building paper
wall paper, etc. Builders and con.
tractors will do well to get our estimate before going elsewhere.

H. G.COORS.

fit-tin- y,

d

bar-keep-

New Mexico.

Las Vegas,

pro-notin- g
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Ik Latest

AND A IIUNNDRED

KODAKS

$.1,

ftp

r:r?:

3ac -

OTHERS.

"Just as the Sun Went Down."
Man?"
"Mr. Johnson, Turn
"Just one Girl."

Love

Me

AND UP TO

$2.50, $5, $6, $8, $10

was Break- You

Loose."

$50.00

Cards, Paper and Dry Plates of all sizes, Eastman
Films.

PHIL U, DOLL.
The East Side Jeweler.

A., T. & S.F. Vatch Inspector

Agua Pura Company
WHOLESALE

DEALER IN

PURE MOUNTAIN ICE

,

e

Busy

Aliajs

in
1

J

g.

. V

Eaat Las Tataa,

De-li-

self-relia- nt

4. Co.. W. End Bridge.

Annual Capacity
.

50.000 Tons

Lakes and storage in Las Vegas Hot Springs Canyon. Orr Ici
Is pure, firm and clear, and gives entire satisfaction to our many

patrons.

Office:

620 Douglas Ave.,

East Las Vegas, N. M.

sustained

-

,

:

.

Las Vegas Hot Springs, N. M,

;

g

:

self-relian-

A HEALTH RESORT.

Montezuma and Cottages.

Mountain House and Annexes

a
Spring? Eaths, Peat Baths. Hospital,
Ranch and Hot Houses, also Parks and Extensive
,
Territory.

Mineral

Mon-tezum-

W. Q. GEEKNLEAK
Manager.

hotel nt Las Vegas Hot Springs, N. M., has
Visitors to this famous resort may now
procure sumptuous accommodations at reasonable prices. The
Montezuma -- an comfortably provide for several hundred guests.
Las Vegas Kot Springs is one of the few really satisfactory
Rocky Mountain resorts. It has every essential the right altitude, a perfect climate, attractive surroundings, medicinal
waters and ample opportunity for recreation. The ideal place
for a vacation outinj. For term address the manager.
Montezurna
yHEbeen

.A

40,-96-

--
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-
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broad-minde-

n Horseshoer.
Shop corner National and 12th Sts.

All kinds of Blacksmi thing, Wagon Work
In ftct, everything pertaining to my line

BRANDING

IRONS A SPECIALTY.

A Bhare of

your patronage solicited.

d,

European Plan

American

an

,

'

.

.

"

The Plaza Hotel,

L-

x

-

22-t-

H. A. SIMPSON,
Prep.

:

Las Vegas, New Mexico
"Tl
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Our
over
of
be
control
. The interests if our citizens In that
system
reeirded in such Bense as federal oi a ciaim io iry ana punuii an pose, as proclaims
exported
in the Joint i ebufood
j
vast empire have not been neglectee.
staples Invites examlnLtlon from agents as to make this government American citizen for an offense cum llition adopted by the congitsa on the
DtXXMliEU o, 1S09.
during the past year. Adequate pro- any quarter and challenges respect answerable for their acta In caset, mitted within the Jurisdiction of the 19th of April, 1SJ8. hy
liku the
i where It would bo answerable ol tho United States.
tection has been secured for our mis- by Its efficient thoroughness.
United States tfijcla'imed cny posiIt is to be hoped that in time thl United States has used its constitu
sionaries and some injuries to their
The International water boundary tion or intention to exerci.-.sovertwo governments will act in commoi tional power to define and punish commission, organized by the convenproperty have been redressed.
eignty. JurisdictioiT or control over
American capital has sought and accord toward the realization of their crimes against treaty rights."
tion of March 1. lSS'J, tor the adjust- Cuba, except for the pacillcaiiou
A bill to provide for the punishment ment of questions
found vr.rious opportunities of com- common purpose to safeguard
the
affecting the Riu thereof and asserted Its determination
peting to carry out the internal im- public health and to the insuring of of violations of treaty rights of aliens Grande fruntier, has not yet complet- when that was accomplished to leave
fium
First
1
the
(Continued
A further extension of the government and control of the Ised, its labors.
provements which the imperial govTaje.)
purity and wholesomeness of all 'u3 introduced in the senate March
ernment is wisely encouraging and to food products imported by eithe; 1SS2, and reported favorably March its terra for one year, until December land to its people. The pledge eon
develop the natural resources of the country from Uli other. Were the 3j. Having doubtless In view the lau- 24. 1899, was effected by a convention tained in this resolution is of the high
; It quilt doubtful whether
the evils ot by the cordial extension of facilities
Our trade with China has congress to authorize an invitation tc guage of that part of article III of the signed December 2, 1898, and exchang- - est honorable obligation and must be
'
trusts and monopolies can be ad..1- to' the Nicaraguan canal commission empire.
continued to grow, and our commer- Germany, in connection with the treaty of February 26. 1871, betwee.i
and proclaimed in February last. sacredly kept
in
their
fedeial
action
on
treated
f cial rights under
through
quately
approaching Invesrlgat
I believe that substantial progress
existing treaties pending reciprocity negotiations, for me United States and Italy, which Ied An Invitation extended to the pres-unless they seek directly and pur- I lie ranama canal and other nr1ect haVe been everywhere
Mexico to visit Chicago in has been made In this direction. All
maintained the constitution of a Joint commis stipulates that "the citizens of each of
oi
"
'
ed
routes
across the Isthmus of Da- during the past year, as
posely to include in their object-October, on the occasion of laying the the administrative
measures
they will be sion of scientific experts and prac the high contracting parties shall
Intercourse between rien.
in the future.
transportation
men of affairs to conduct t ceive. In the states and territories corner stone of the U. S. government ed in Cuba have aimed to fit it adoptfor a
,
coun-Toward the end of October an in
The extension of the area open to searching investigation of food pro- - of the other,' most constant protec building In that city, was cordially ac- regenerated existence wherever prac
i the United States and foreign
Siirrectlonary disturbance developed international foreign settlement at duction and exportation in both coun-- tion and security for their persona cepted by him, with the necessary ticable the
, rlea.
machinery of administra
' It does not follow, however, tha', in the Colombian
.
Republic 1 r.ia Shanghai and the opening of the ports tries and report to their respective and property, and shall enjoy In thl consent of tne Mexle-acongress, but tion in the hands of the inhabitants
this is the limit of the remedy that movement hs thus far not uttalned of Nanking, Tsing-Tao- ,
(Kiao Chao) legislatures for the addition of sue!, respect the same rights and privileges the illness of a member of his family uy instituting needed sanitary remay be applied. Even though it may any decislveresult and is still In pro-- ; and
to foreign trade remedial measures as they recom as are or shall be granted to the na prevented hla attendance. The min- forms;
bv
by spreading education:
be found that federal authority U gress.
and settlement will doubtless afford mend for either the way might be
es, on their submitting themselve. ister of foreign relations, however fostering industry and trade; by IncuDiscussion.of
the
reach
to
raised
the.)
'.not broad enough
fully
questions.,
American enterprise additional facil- opened for the desirable result lndi to the conditions imposed upon the na- - c&me as the personal representative latlng public morality and in short, by
case, there can be no doubt of the by the action bf "Denmark In Imposing ities and new fields, of which it will cated.
Itlves.
The bill so introduced and or President Diaz, and In that high taking every rational step to aid the
act
to
restrictions
'on
ths importation of not be slow to take advantage.
uower of the several states
Efforts to obtain for American life reported provided that any act com cnaracter was duly honored.
Cuban people to attain to that plane
American
meats
.
has continued with
In my message to congress of De- - insurance companies full hearing as mltted In any state or territory of the
Claims growing out of the seizure or self conscious respect and self
effectively in the premises, and there
re
out
substantial result In our favor.
should be no reason to doubt their
cember 6, 1898, I urged that tho re - to their business operations in Prus- United States In violation of the of American sealing vessels In Bering liant unity which fits an enllehtened
The neighboring island republic of commendation which
willingness to judiciously exercise.
had been made sia have after several years of patient rights of a citizen or subject of e sea nave been under discussion with community for self government with
Santo Domingo has lately been the to the
such power."
succeeded foreign country secured to such citi the government of Russia for sever In its own sphere, while enabling it te(
speaker of the house of repre representation,
happily
The state legislation to which Proa scene of revolution,' following a long sentatives by the secretary of the and one of tne most important Amer- zen or subject, by treaty between the al years, with the recent happy result fulfill all outward obligations.
t
ldent Cleveland looked for relief fron period of tranquility. It began with treasury on the 14th of June, 1898 ican companies has been granted a United States and such foreign coun or an agreement to submit to the deThis nation has assumed before the
the killing of President Hereux in for an
y tho evils of trusts has failed to accam
appropriation for a commission concession to continue business in try and constituting a crime under cision of a single arbitrator. By this world a grave responsibility for th
last
and
in
reculminated
Is
July
the
pro
' plish fully that object. This
to ,study the commercial and ihdu3 that kingdom.
i the laws of the state or territory shall act Kussia affords proof of her ad
future good government of Cuba. We
i r
I am also glad to announce that the constitute a like crime against the herence to the beneficent principle of have
bably due to a great extent to the linquishment by' the succeeding vice trial conditions In the Chinese em
accepted a .trust the fulfillment
the
reins of government plre and report as to the opportunl German Insurance companies have United States and be cognizable In arbitration which her plenipotentiar of which
k fact that different states take differ president of;
calls for the sternest integto
the insurgents. The first act of ties for, and obstacles to, the
eut views as to the proper way to disbeen readmitted by the superintend- the federal courts. No action was ies conspicuously favored at the rity of purpose and the exercise of the
enlarge
criminate between evil and injurious the provisional government was the ment of markets In China for thq ent of insurance to do business in the taken by congress in the matter.
Hague disarmament conference when highest wisdom. The new Cuba yet
'
I earnestly recommend that the sub- - it was advocated by the representa- to arise rrom the ashes of
combinations and those .?s jtiatitm calling of a presidential and constit raw products and manufactures of the state of New York.
the past
which are beneficial and necsKHiy tc uent election. Jano Isldro Jiminez. United States, should receive at your
must needs be bound to us by ties of
Subsequent to the exchange of our ! Ject be taken up anew and acted upon tives of the United States.
been
elected
A
was
in
a
having
cf
for
acth
business
the
president
suggestion
during the present session. The
permanent expo- singular intimacy and strength if its
cojii
prosperity
hands, the consideration which its peace treaty with Spain. Germany
try. The great diversity of troatmcit augurated on the 14th day of Novem importance of the subject has stead quired tne Caroline islands by pur necessity for some such provision sition of our products and manufac- enduring welfare Is to be assured
ber.
i
Relations
have
in
been
entered in lly grown since it was first submitte?", chase, paying therefor $5,0u0,000. As abundantly appears.
In different states arising from this
turers,
Russia, although not yet Whether those ties shall be organic
Precedent for constituting a fed. fully shaped, has been so cordially or conventional the destinitie3
cause and the intimate relations o at' to with the newly established gov to you and no time should be lost In surances have been received from the
of
crnment.
parts of the country to each othci
studying for ourselves the resourceu German government that the rights of erai jurisdiction in criminal cases welcomed by the Imperial govera Cuba are in some rightful form nnd
The experimental association of of this great field for American trade American missionaries and traders where aliens are sufferers is rational ment that it may not Inaptly take-without regarding state lines In tlui
Irrevocably linked with our own, but
tnere will be considerately observed ly deducible from the existing statute fitting place In whatever legislation how and how far Is for the future to
conduct of business have made the Nicarauga, Honduras, and Salvador, a- - enterprise.
under the title of the Greater Repub
In the last annual message I reier which gives to the district and clr the congress may adopt looking to determine In the ripeness of events.
The death of President Faure In
enforcement of state laws difficult
It Is apparent that uniformity of lic or Central America, when apnar February last called forth those sin red to the pending negotiations with cult courts of the United States Juris enlargement of our commercial oppoiv Whatever be the outcome we must
' ' legislation upon this subject
in the. ently on the threshold of a complete cere expressions of sympathy which Great Britain in respect-tsee to it that free Cuha be a reality,
the domin diction of civil suits brought by aliens tunities abroad.
SAMOAN AFFAIRS.
not a name, a perfect entity not a
several states is much to be desired federal organization by the adoption befit the relations of two republics as ion of Canada. By means of an exe- where the amount involved exceeds a
Important events have occurred in hasty experiment bearing within it
It is to be hoped that such uniformity of a constitution and the formation- of closely allied by unbroken historic cutive agreement, a Joint high com- certain sum. If such jealous solicia
national
the
was
Samoan Islands.
The election seif the elements of failure. Our mis
legislature,
disrupted ties as are the United States and mission had been created for tne pur- tude be shown for alien rights In
founded in a wiso and Just discrimiuti
pose of adjusting all unsettled ques- cases of merely civil and pecuniary according to the laws and customs of slon, to accomplish which wo took up
tion between what is injurious ai'.f in the last days, of November, 1898 France.
tions between the .United States and import, how much greater should be Samoa, of a successor to the late King tne wages of battle, is not to be ful
busi by the withdrawal of
Salvador
;
t what is useful and necessary in
PARIS EXPOSITION.
1 hereupon
' ness
Canada, embracing twelve subjects the public duty to take cognizance ol Malietoa Laupepa, developed a con- filled by turning adrift any badly
Nicaragua and Honduras
operations may be ob'.ulretl m.
Preparations for the representation' among which were the questions of matters affecting the life, and rights test as to the validity of the result, framed commonwealth to face the
that means may be found for the abandoned the joint compact, each
congress within thj limitations of itn esuming Its former Independent sov o. the industries, arts, and products the fur seals, the fisheries of the ot aliens under the settled principles which Issue, by the terms of the gen vicissitudes which too often attend
of the United Slates at . the world's coast and contiguous inland waters, of international law co less than un- eral tffct, waa to be decided by tha weaker states where natural wealth
constitutional power so to supplement ereignty.
i'his was followed by the recention exposition to be held in Paris next the Alaskan boundary, the transit of der treaty stipulation, in cases of chief justice. Upon his rendering a and abundant resources- - are offset by
an effective code of state leg'.slattor
as to make a complete system of of Minister Merry by the Republics of year continue on an elaborate and merchandise in bond, the alien labor such transcendent wrong doing is Judgment In favor of Malitoa Tanu, the incongruities of their political or
"
aim eaivauor, wnne minis comprehensive scale, thanks to the, laws, mining rights, reciprocity In fliob murder, especially when exper- the rival chief, Mataafa, took up ganization and the recurring occa
laws throughout the United State;
"
ter Hunter in turn presented his cre- generous appropriation provided by, trade, revision of the agreement re- ience has shown that local Justice is arms.
The active intervention of sions for Internal rivalries to
their
adequate to complete a general oi) dentials
to the government of Hondu congress and to the friendly Interest specting naval vessels in the Great too often helpless to punish the offen- American and British warships be strength and dissipate their sap
servance of the salutary rulea to
energies
which I have referred. The wholo fas, thus reverting to the old distribu the French government has shown Lakes, a more complete marking of ders. After many years of endeavor came imperative to restore order, at The greatest blessing which can come
lion of the diplomatic
agencies of tha In furthering a typical exhibit of parts of the boundary, provision for on tne part oi this government to that the cost of sanguinary encounters. to Cuba is the restoration of her agrl
question is so important and far
States in Central America for American progress.
the conveyance of criminals, and for end the Italian government has con- In this emergency a joint commission cultural and Industrial prosperity
reaching that I am sure that no pari United our
sented to enter into negotiations for of representatives of the United which will give employment to idle
statutes provide
There has been alloted to the U. S., wrecking and salvage. of 'It will "be lightly considered but wnien
existing
A
considerable addition of space
envoy has been accredthe pursuits of
Much progress had been made by a neutralization convention, having States, Germany and Great Britain men and
every part of it will have the studied itedNlearaguan
to the United States.
which, while placing our country in tae commission towards the adjust ior one of Its objects the regulation of was sent to Samoa to investigate the peace. This is her chief and imme
deliberation of the congress, re
An
situation
and
a
statute of Italians (except those of
provide a temporary dlate need.
suiting In wise and judicious action. der Insurrectionary movement,,V un. the first rank among exhibitors, doeu ment of many of these questions
General Revs, hrnlro
On the 19th of August last, an order
By Its active efforts a
not suffice to meet the Increasingly wnere It became apparent that an ir an age for active military service) remedy.
'
FOREIGN RELATIONS.1
31uefields In February last.
convention, having peaceful solution was reached for the was made for the taking of the cenurgent demands of our manufacturers reconcilable difference of views was a naturalization
forA review of our relations with
time exercised actual control In the
efforts of the commissioner gen entertained respecting the delimita- United States, may revisit Italy. It is time being, the kingship being abol sus of the island, to be completed on
with suel; Mosquito territory. The Detroit watf eral are ably directed toward r, tion of the 'Alaskan
eign, states is presented
hoped that with the mutually concilia- ished and a provisional government the 30th of November. By the treaty
boundary.
established. Recommendations unan- of peace the Spanish people on the
recommendations as are deemed np promptly sent thither for the protec- - strictly representative display of al'.
In the failure of an agreement as tory spirit displayed a successful
iun oi American interests. After a that most characteristically
imously made by the commission for island have until April 11, 1900, to
marks to the meaning of articles 3 and 4 of conclusion will be reached.
propriate.
Tue treaty of commerce and naviga a permanent adjustment of the Sa- elect whether they will remain citi
The long pending boundary dispute tew weeks the Reyes government
American achievements in the inven the treaty of 1825 between Russia and
tion between the United States and moan question were taken under con- zens of Cuba. Until then It cannot be
between the Argentine Republic and nounced the conflict, giving. place to tive arts, and most adequately show Great
Britain, whicu ueflned the boun
sideration by the three powers par definitely ascertained who shall be en
Chill was settled in March last, by the ,ne restored supremacy of Nicaragua the exceilence of our natural produc
Japan on November 22, 1894, took
Alaska
and
the
between
Canada,
dary
ties to the general act. But the more titled to participate in the formation
terms
Its
of
the
award of an arbitral commission, or Uurlng the interregnum
XlXth
article
certain tion.
American commissioners proposed on
the 17th ot July last, simultaneous they were examined the more evident of the government of Cuba. By that
which the United States minister sit public dues accruing under Nicara
In this age of keen rivalry among
the subject o the boundary be
;uan law were collected from Araerl nations for mastery in commerce that
the enforcement of like trea- it became that a radical change was time the results of the census will
wltn
Buenos Ayres served as umpiro.
ly
laid aside and that the
ties with the other powers, except necessary In the relations of the pow have been tabulated and we shall pro
towairt tin lan merchants by the authorities for the doctrine of evolution and the rulJ questions o. difference be remaining
Progress has been-madproceeded
ceed to provide for elections which
conclusion of a convention of extra :he time being in effective adminta of the survival of the fittest must be
go ers to Samoa.
some of which were so far ad France whose convention did notUniThe inconveniences and possible will commit municipal government ol
into operation until August 4, the
dition with the Argentine Republic' trative control. - Upon the tihiipr inexorable in their operation as they vanced as to assure the
'
probability
are positive in the results they bring of a settlement. This being declined ted States being, however, granted perils of the Tripartite sicheme of the island to the officers elected by the
Having been advised and consented ,'overnment regaining power a
supervision and control in the Sa- people. The experience thus acqulr
to by the United States senate anrf
payment of these dues was de about. The place won In the strug by the British commissioners,
an ad up to that date all tothe privileges and moan
manded. Controversy arose tonrh. gle by an industrial
French citizens
group by powers having little ed will prove of great value In the
..t..
tnt Ail
t.i!ii..
people can only journment was taken until the boun- rights accorded
tne adjustment of some slight change;. Ing the validity of the original pay- - be held by unrelaxed endeavor and dary should be adjusted by the two under the old French treaty. By this interest in common In that quarter formation of a representative conven
nem oi tne debt to the defacto regent constant advance in the achievement
notable conventional reform Japan's beyond commercial rivalry has been tion of the people to draft a constitu
in tne text Derore exchange.
governments. The subject has been position as a fully independent
f tne' territory. An arranomont 'lne
sov once more emphasized by the recent tion and establish a plan of inde
In my last annual message I ad
present
which
impetus
extraordinary
attention
careful
receiving the
The suggested remedy of pendent government for the island. In
vns effected in April last by the Unit-i- In
is assured, control being events.
verted to the claim of the Austro-Huevery line of American exportatior its Importance demands, with the re- erelgn power
the Joint commission, like the scheme the meantime and so long as we hold
of
States
customs,
revenues,
taxation,
gained
minister
and
foi
in
the
for
foreien
and
increase
the
the
Vivendi
government
for
garian
indemnity
proastounding
sult that a modus
it aimed to
amounted to what control over the Island the products
the killing of certain Austrian and secretary of Nicaragua whereby the volume and value of our share in th. visional demarcations in the region judicial administration, coasting trade has been replace,
a tridominlum, being of Cuba should have a market In the
styled
all
domestic
functions
Other
and
or
imounts
the
not
authorities
be
markets
attribut
world's
the
duplicate
payments
may
about the head of Lynn canal has
Hungarian subjects by
and terrltoria the exercise of the functions of sov United States on as good terms and
veie deposited with the British non- - ed ta accidental conditions.
been agreed upon; and it Is hoped foreign government
ereignty bj an unanimous agreement with as favorable rates of duty
renounced.
ul
an
being
rights
un
of
mat
an
the
pending
reasons
The
not
to
are
adjustment
far
seeks.
while
Lattimer,
suppressing
the negotiations now in progress
of these powers. The situation had as are given to the West Indie
codes
of
civil
and
er by direct agreement between the They lie deep In our national charac that
Comprehensive
between the two governments will
procedure according to become far more intricate and em- Island under treaties of deficiency
;overnmcnts of the United States and ter and find expression year by year end in an agreement for the establish- criminal
' 1 ), 1897. In view of the verdict of ac
from every point of view which will be made.
The controversy is still in every branch of handicraft, In ment and delimitation of a permanent western methods, public instruction, barrassing
Nicaragua.
quittal rendered by tho court, befort .insettled.
than it was when my predecessor in
For the relief of the distressed In
and
admin
'
patents
rights,
municipal
which the sheriff and his deputies
".)
every new device whereby the mater boundary.
.
1894 summed up Its perplexities and the island of Cuba the war department,
over
istration,
'Including
jurisdiction
als we so abundantly produce are
were tried, for murder, and following
N1CARAGUAN CANAL.
Apart from these questions growing
former settlements, customs, tar condemned the participation in it of has issued supplies to destitute per
subcued to the artisan's will and out of our relationship with our north the
the established doctrine that cue
sons through the officers of the army,
contract
The
iffs
of the maritime canal made to
and
public health the United States.
yield the largest, most prac- ern neighbor, the most friendly dis- and other procedure,
government may not be held account company of Nicaragua was declared
The arrangement
under which which have amounted to 5,493,000 ra
measures
administrative
and most beneficial return. The position and ready agreement have
able for injuries suffered by Individ-.orfeited by. the Nicaraguan govern- - tical,
proclaimed. The working Samoa was administered had proved tions, at a cost of $1,417,654.97.
American exhibit at Paris should and marked the discussion of numerous have been
uals at the hands of the public author- uent on the
To promote the disarmament oi
new
10th of October on the
of
the
system has given rise to Impracticable and unacceptable to all
i am confident will, bo an open vol matters arising In the vast Intimate no
ities while acting in the lino of duty ;round of
the
concerned.
withdraw
To
Cuban volunteer army and In the
the
powers
on
of
material
the
part
within
the
complaints
ume, wholo lessons of skillfuby direc- intercourse of the United States with
in suppressing disturbance of the put) .en years term
.
the American citizens or interests, a from the agreement and abandon the Interest of public peace and the wel
stipulated in the
ted
11c peace, this government, after duf
Britain.
endeavor, unfaltering energy and Great
p
Tho maritime canal company
circumstance which attests the ripe islands to Germany and Great Britain fare of the people the sum of $7E
consummate performance may be.
This government has maintained an consideration with which the change'
consideration, of the claim advanced
would not be compatible with our was paid to each Cuban soldier borne
ins lodged a protest against this
read
on
unfortuby all
if by the
government
every page, thus attitude of neutrality In the
To re upon the authenticated rolls,, on con
interests in the archipelago.
In the premises
been
has
prepared.
alleging
rights
" was constrained to decline
Britain-antc
abroad a clearer knowledge nate contest between Great
liability
which appear worthy of consideration spreading
was rendered by the linquish our rights in the harbor ot dition that he should deposit his arnu
Assistance
'
or
tho worth of our productions and
the Boer states of Africa. Wo
'Indemnify the sufferers.
by the
This
Japanese authorities to the United Pago Pago, the best anchorage in the with the authorities designated
expects that Nica- the justice of our claim
to an impor- have remained faithful to the pre- States
It Is gratifying to be able to an ragua government
Pacific, the occupancy of which had United States. The sum thus dis
will afford the protestants
while
a tant
Morgan
City
transporship
in the marts of the world
nounce that the Belgian government 'till and fair
cept of avoiding entangling alliances stranded at Kobe. Permission hap been leased to the United States in bursed aggregated $2,547,750, which
the mer- To place
has mitigated the resrictions on the its of the case.hearing upon
accomplish this by judicious se- as to affalrg not of our direct con- been granted to land and pasture 1887 by the first foreign treaty ever was paid from the emergency fund
5
importation of cattlo from the United
The Nicaragua canal commission lection, by recognition of paramount cern. Had circumstances suggested army horses at Japanese ports of call concluded by Samoa was not to be provided by the act of January
States, to which I referred in my .vhicn had been engaged upon the merit in whatever walk of trade and that the parties to the quarrel would on the way to the Philippine Islands thought of either, either as regards 1899, for that purpose.
)
last annual message.
Out of the Cuban Island revenues
vork of examination and survey of a manufacture It may appear and by or have welcomed any kindly expression The entire evidences of good will aro the needs of our navy or the Interests
Having been invited by Belgium to diip canal route across Nicaragua. derly classification and attractive in- of the hope of the American people highly appreciated.
of our'' growing commerce with the during the six months ending June
ofparticipate in a congress, held at laving completed its labors and made stallation is the task of our commis that war might be averted, good
The
government has east. We could not have considered 30, 1899, $1,712,014.20 wa3 expended
fices would have been gladly ten- shown a Japanese
Brussels, to revive the provisions pi ts report, was dissolved on May 31 sion.
in the propo- any proposition for the abrogation for sanitation, $293,881.70 for charities
"
interest
lively
The United States
the general act of July 2, 1890, foi md on Juno 10; a new commission
government dered. The United States represent sition of the Pacific Cable company to of tripartite control which did not and hospitals, and $88,941.03 for aid
the repression of the African slave mown as the .Isthmian Canal Com building is approaching completion, ative at Pretoria was early Instructed add to its projected cable lines to confirm- us in all our rights and safe- to the destitute.
trade, to which the United States was
Following the exchange of ratiflca
guard all our national interests in the
was organized under thd and no effort will be spared to make it to see that all neutral American in- Hawaii, Guam and the Philippines
'a signatory party, this government mission,
tions of the treaty of peace the two
terms of the act approved March 3 worthy, in beauty of architectural terests be respected by the combat branch connection with the coast oi islands.
Our' Views commended themselves governments accredited ministers tc
preferred not to be represented by f 1899, for tho purpose of examining plan and in completeness of display ants. This has been an easy task lit. Japan. It would bo a gratifying conbut reserved the he American isthmus with a view to represent our nation. It has been view of the positive declarations of summation were the
to
the other powers. A satisfactory each other, Spain sending Washington
plenipotentiary,
conof
the
utility
'
right of accession to the result. No :o determining the most practicable suggested that a permanent building both British and Boer authorities that templated scheme enhanced by bring arrangement was concluded between the Duke of Arcos, an eminent diplo
of similar or appropriate design "be the personal and property rights of
stationed in Mex
table changes were made, those espe liid feasible route for a
ing Japan and the United States into the governments of Germany and oi, matist, previously
ship canal
daily concerning this country bein? across that isthmus, with its probablei erected on a convenient site, already our citizens should be- observed..
England, by virtue of which England ico, while the United States trans
direct
relations.
telegraphic
in the line of the increased restiic
given by the municipality, near the
Upon tho withdrawal of the Briretired from Samoa in view of com- ferred to Madrid Hon. Bellamy Stor-er- ,
cost, and other essential details.
MANILA CABLE.
S.
comU.
to
serve
in
from
tish
Pretoria
the
tion of the deleterious trade In spirit
exposition
its minister at Brussels. This was
agent
grounds,
pensations in other directions, and
This
under the presi
Without repeating the observations both
of the part taken by thia consul was authorized, upon the re
uous lieiuors with the native tribes dency ofcommission,
renounced in favor of followed by the respective appointpowers
Rear
G. Walk memoration
Admiral
John
'which this government has from the er, U. S. N.,
in this great enterprise, as ar. quest of the British government and of my special message of February the United States all their rights and ment of consuls thereby fully re
(retired) entered prompt country
advocated. The
American national institute, for out with the assent of. the South African 10, 1899, concerning the necessity of claims over and in respect to that sumlng the relations interrupted by
"outset
urgently
the
work
upon
to
intrusted
ly
it and
to Paris for and Orange Free State governments, a cable to Manila, I respectfully in- portion of the group lying to the east tne war. In addition to its consulai
amended general act will be laid be !s now carrying on examinations
in countrymen resorting
to exercise the customary good offices vite attention to It.
of the one hundred and sevnty-flrs- t
fore the senate, with a view to its ad Nicaragua along the route of the Pan-un- study.
representation in the United States
I recomend that In case the con
I am informed by our commissioner of a neutral for the care of British inof vest long, embracing the the Spanish government has appoint
Vice and consent.
degree
In
and.
Darien
canal,
from
the
"
not
take measures to islands of Tutulla, Otoo, Closenga and ed consuls for Cuba, who have been
we shall have in the terests. In the discbarge of this func- gress should
Early In the year the peace of Bo Atlantic, in the
of the general that
American sections at Paris over 7,000 tion I am happy to say that abundant bring about this by direct action of Manua. I transmit to the senate, for provisionally recognized during the
livia was disturbed by a successful In Atrato river, to neighborhood
the
of
Panama
Bay
surrection. The United States min m the Pacific side.
exhibitors, from every state in our opportunity has been afforded to show the government, the postmaster gen- its constitutional action thereon, a military administration of the affairs
eral be authorized to invite competi convention, which besides the pro- of that Island.
Jster remained at his post, attending
Goood progress has been made, but country, a number ten times as great' the impartiality of this government
tive Dios ior tne establishment of a visions above mentioned also guaran
as those which were represented at toward both the combatants. '
Judicial Intercourse between the
to tho American interests In that under the law a
and
comprehensive
his good
For the fourth time in the present cable, the. company making the best tees us the same privileges and condi courts of Cuba and Porto Rico and of
Vienna in 1873, six times as many as
quarter and using besides
is
called
complete investigation
for,
In Paris inl878, and four times decade question has arisen with the responsible bid to be awarded the tions in respect to commerce and com Spain has been established as pro
f offices for. the protection or tne inter
which will
much labor and those
to contract; the successful company to mercial vessels in all of the islands of vided by the treaty of peace. The
as
as those who exhibited in government of Italy in regard
ests of British subjects in the ab considerablerequire
many
for
time
its
sence of their national representative ment. The work will be accomplish' Paris in 1889. This statement does lynching of Italian subjects. The lat- give ample bonds to insure the com Samoa as those possessed by Ger- Cuban political prisoners in Spanish
prosecuted
f the nev.
events occur pletion of the work wihtin a reason many.
fin the establishment
penal stations have been and are be
is expeditiously as possible and a re not include the exhibits from either est oi these deplorable
time.
Claims have been preferred by Ing released and returned to their
government our minister was direc port made at the earliest practicable Cuba, 'Porto Rico, or Hawaii, . ton reu at Tallulan, ; Louisiana, whereby able
The year has been marked by con white residents of Samoa on ac- homes, in accordance with article VI
which arrangements
been five unfortunates of Italian origin
have
ted to. enter into relations therewith date.
stant in crease in the intimacy of our count of injuries alleged to have been of the treaty.' Negotiations are, about
were taken from jail and hanged.
made.
General Pando was elected pres
The
of
this
work
great
importance
A number of Important InternationThe authorities of the state and a relations with Mexico and in the mag suffered through the acts of the treaty to be had for defining the convenldent. of Bolivia on October 23
cannot be too often or too strongly
al congresses on special topics affect- representative of the Italian embassy nitude of mutually advantageous In governments In putting down the late tional relations between the two counhas been j'fti
. ..Our
representative
con
the
of
attention
the
pressed upon
" '
has disturbances.
has tries, which fell Into abeyance by rea
convention
A
Btructed to use all permissible friend gress. In my message of a
public interests are proposed to naving separately Investigated the terchanges. This government
ago ing
omitted no opportunity to show its been made between the three powers son of the war. I trust that those
be held in Paris next summer in occurrence with discrepant
results,
.
lv endeavors to induce the govern I expressed my views of theyear
necessi connection with
the
. ment of Bolivia to amend its marriage
exposition. particularly as to the alleged citizen strong desire to develop and perpetu for the Investigation and settlement will include a favorable arrangement
ty of a canal which would link the
laws so as to give legal status to the two great oceans, to which I again in Effort will be made to have the sev- ship of the victims, and it not ap- ate the ties of cordiality now so long o these claims by a neutral arbitrator tor commercial reciprocity under the
and civil marriages Of vite your consideration. The rea eral technical branches of our ad- pearing that the state had been able happily unbroken.
to which the attention of the senate terms ot sections 3 and 4 of the cur
the
termination on Jan- will be invited.
and sons
al to discover and punish the violators
Following
ministration
rent tariff act In these, as m all
efficiently
represented
oiipna within its jurisdiction
then presented for early action those
matters of International concern, no
COLONIAL TOPICS.
conferences, each in its special of the law, an independent Investiga- uary 20, 1899, by Mexico of the confitrone hones are entertained that the are even stronget now,
tion has been set on foot through the vention of extradition of December
line, and to procure the largest possi
My annual message of last year was effort will be spared to respond to the
Bolivian law in this regard will be
A pleasing incident in the
rela
agency of the department of state, 11, 1861, a new treaty more in ac necessarily devoted In great part to good disposition of Spain, and to culbrought, as waa that of Peru some tions of this government with that of ble concourse of state representative-particularlat the congresses of pub- and is still in progress. The result cordance with the ascertained needs a consideration of the Spanish war tivate In all practicable ways the Inti
years ago, into harmony witn tne gen Chili occurred in the generous assist lic
will enable the executive to treat of both countries was signed February and of the results it wrought and the macy which should prevail between
charity and of medicine.
nral nractlce or moaern 6ii.ea,
ance given to the warship Newark
svil!
Our relations with Germany con- the question with the government of 22, 1899, and exchanged in the city conditions it imposed for the future. two nations whose past history has
A convention of extradition
when in distress in Chilian waters,
a spirit of fairness and jus- or Mexico on the Z2nd of April last. I am gratified to announce that the as so often and In so many ways been
Brazil, signed May 14, 1837, has been Not alone in this way has the friendly tinue to be most cordial. The In- Italy in
solution will us operation thus far has been ef treaty of peace has restored friendly marked by sincere friendship and by)
ratified by the Brazilian legislature disposition of Chili found expression. creasing intimacy of direct associa- tice. A satisfactory
fective and satisfactory.
A recent relations between the two powers. community Interests.
Diirine the past smnmer two na That country has acceded to the con- tion has been marked during tho year doubtless be reached.
The recurrence of these distressing case has served to test the application Effect has been given to Its most lm
I would recommend appropriate;
tional ships of the United States have vention for the establishment of i.e by the granting permission In April
visited Brazilian ports .on a rrieKiiy bureau of American republics, in for the landing on our chores of a ca manifestations of blind fury directed of its IV article, which provides that portant provisions. The evacuation legislation in order to cary into exemission and been cordially received which organization ' every independ- ble from Borkum Emden, on the at dependents or natives of a foreign neither party shall be bound to deliv of Porto Rico having already been cution article VII of the treaty of
The vovaee of the Wilmington up tn ent state of the continent now shares. North Sea, by way of .the Azores, and country suggests that the contingency er up its, own citizens, but that the accomplished on the 18th of October. peace with Spain, by which the United
also by the conclusion on .September has arisen for action by congress In executive authority of each shall have 1898, notnlng
remained necessary States assured the payment of certain
Amazon river gave rise to a passinc
The exchange of ratifications of a
owing to coiii,u convention for the revival of the Unit- 2, of a parcels post convention with the direction of conferring upon the the power to deliver them up if in its there but to continue the provisional claims for indemnity of its citizens
misunderstanding,
it be deemed proper to do military control of the Island until the against Spain.
fusion in obtaining permission to vie ed States and Chilian claims com- tne German empire. In all that prom federal courts jurisdiction in this discretion
The United States minister to
it tho Interior and make surveys In mission and for the adjudication of ises closer relations of intercourse class of international cases where the so. '
congress should enact a suitable
of Mrs. Mattie government for. the ceded territory, Turkey continues, under instructions
The extradiction
of the federal
the Eeneral interest of navigation, m claims heretofore presented but not and commerce and a better under ultimate responsibility
two races having goverrfment may ; .be7 involved. The Rich, a citizen of the United States, of the character and scope of the to press for a money payment in sat
the incident found a ready adjustment determined during the life of the pre- standing between
'
shall treat In isfaction of the British claims for
in hnrmonv with the close relations vious commission has been delayed so many traits In common, Germany suggestion Is not new. In his annual charged with homicide, committed in measures to that end
9, 1891, , my Mexico was after mature considera another part of this message.
' injuries suffered by American citi
of amity which this government has by reason of the necessity for fresh can be assured of the most cordial message of December Harrison
said: tion directed by me In the conviction
of this government and predecessor, President
Thewithdrawal of the authority ot zens in the disorders of several years
always sedulously sought, to cultivate action by the Chilian senate upon the
In many
"It would, I belive, be entirely com- that the ends of justice would be Spain from the island of Cuba was past and for wrongs done to them by
with the commonweaitns oi raa west amendments attached to the ratifi people. We may be rivals
Some o.f
material paths, but our
rivalry petent for congress to make offenses thereby subserved. Similar actio
effected by tne first oi January, so the Ottoman authorities.
prn continent.
me
or
me
oy
cation
ireaiy
of foreigners on appropriate occasion, by the Mex- that the full
of these claims are of many year3 standThe Claim growing out or tne seiz- States senate. This formality isuuiieu;
soon should be generous and open, ever against the treaty rights
newspa- to be
aiming toward the attainment of larg- domiciled In the United States, cogni- ican executive will not only tend to peace found the relinquished terri- ing. This government is hopeful u
ure of the American-owneaccomplished.
er results and the mutually beneficial zable In the federal courts. This haa accomplish, the desire of both gov- tory held by us in trust for the Inhab- l general agrement In this regard.
M?rald by
and
Star
Panama
the
per,
CHINESE AFFAIRS.
advancement of each in the line of its not, however, been done, and the fed- ernments that grave crimes go not un itants, maintaining, under the direc- . In the Turkish empire the situation
been
has
Colombia
of
authorities
the
In the popu special adaptability.
disturbances
eral officers and courts have no pow punished, but also to repress lawless tion of the executive, such govern- of our citizens remains unsatisfactory
In
of
view
of
several
a
controversy
after
settled,
em- - er in such cases to Intervene either ness along the border of the two conn ment and control therein as should Our efforts during nearly forty years
eovernments
of
of
Northern
China
the
The
several
at
lous
province
assessing
an
agreement
years, by
are many of our citizens, and plre seem reluctant to admit the natu- - for the protection of a foreign citizen tries. The new treaty stipulates that conserve public order, restore the pro- to bring about a convention of natura$30,000 the indemnity to ba paid by where
neither government shall assume jur- ductive conditions of peace so long lization seem to be on the brink of
in
oi aisoraer near me rat excellence oi our iood products or ior me punismueui oi uis tajei
of
imminence
the
government,
Colombian
the
of disturbed by the instability and dis- final failure through the policy of the
in the punishment
toward the seaboard, a and to accept the evidence we con It seems to me to follow. In this state isdiction
three installments of $10,000 each.! capital ofandmarines
"
was landed from stantly tender of the care with which of the law, that the officers of the crimes committed exclusively within order which prevailed for the greater Ottoman porte to refuse recognition
will of Colombia toward ciiard
Tha
and stationed during last their purity is guarded by rigid In- - j state charged with police and Judicial the territory of the other. This will part of the preceding thcee decades of the alien status of native Turkish
pur country has been testified anew the Boston
a
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ituecn the treatment of native and
naturalized Americans abroad, so that
ceaseless controversy arises a dual
allegiance are prevented from entering Turkey or are expelled after entrance. Our law in this regard
with that of the
European
Hates. The British act, for Instance, .
does not claim effect for the naturalization of an alien In the event of his
return to his native country, unless
tho change be recognized by the law
ef that country, or stipulated by treaty
between
it and the
naturalizing

:,

con-trab-

stjte.

The arbitrary treatment, In some Instances, of American productions In
of
attention
Turkey has attracted
late, notably In regard to our flour.
Large shipments by the recently
opened direct steamship line to Turkish ports have been denied entrance
oa the score that although of standard composition and unquestioned
purity, the flour was pernicious to
health because of deficient "elasticity" as indicated . by ' antiquated and.
untrustworthy tests. Upon due protest by the American minister, and
It appearing that the act was a virtual
discrimination againBt our product,
the shipments in question were admitted. In these, as in all instances,
wnerever occurring, when American
products may be subjected In a foreign country, upon specious pretexts,
to discrimination compared with the
like products of another country, this
government will use its earnest efforts to secure fair and equal treatment for its citizens and their goods.
- ailing this, it will not fail to apply
whatever corrective may be provided,
by the statutes.
The International commission ot arbitration, appointed under the
treaty of 1897 rendered
an award on October 3d, last, whereby the boundary line between Venezuela and British Guiana Is determined, this ending a controversy
which has existed for the greater part
of the century. The award,
as to
which the arbitrators were unanimous, while not meeting the extreme
contention of either party gives tq
Great Britain a large share on the
interior In dispute and to Venezuela
the entire mouth of the Orinoco, including Barima Point and the Caribbean Littoral for some distance to
:he eastward. The decision appears
:o be equally satisfactory to both par-cieVenezuela has once more undergone a revolution. The insurgents
inder General Castro, after a sanguinary engagement in which they sufs
fered much loss, rallied in the
moun-.alnou-

Interior and advanced toward
,ie capitol. The bulk of the army
laving sided with the movement,'
President Anorade quitted Caracas,
here General Castro set up a
government with which our
.Minister and the representatives
of
Jther powers entered Into diplomatic
relations on the 20th of November,
1899.
RECIPROCITY. '
The fourth section of the tariff act
ipproved July 24, 1897, appears to
provide only for commercial treaties
which
should
be entered into
by the president and also ratlsfled by
Lhe senate within two years from its
passage. Owing to delays Inevitable
In negotiations of this nature, none
3f the treaties initiated under that
jectlon could be concluded in time for
ratification by the senate prior to Its
Adjournment on the fourth ot March,
laBt. Some ot the pending negotiaconclutions, how.ever, were near
sion at that time, and the resulting
conventions have since been signed by
the plenipotentiaries.- Others, within both the third and fourth sections
it the act are still under consideration. Acting under the constitutional
power of the executive In respect to
treaties, I have deemed it my duty,
while observing the limitations of concession provided by the fourth sections, to bring to a conclusion all
pending negotiations, and submit
them to the senate for its advice and
pro-ision-

consent.

Conventions of

reciprocity

have

been signed during the congressional
recess with Great Britain for the respective colonies of British Guiana,
Barbadoes, Bermuda, Jamaica, and

rurks and Caicos Islands, and with
he republic of Nicaragua.
Important reciprocal conventions
iiave been also concluded with France
and with the Argentine Republic.
In my last annual message the pro
gress noted in the work of the diplomatic and consular officers In collecting information as to the industries
md commerce of other countries, and
with
in the care and promptitude
which their reports are printed and
distributed has continued during the
past year, with increasingly valuable
results In suggesting new sources ot
demand for American products and
In pointing out the obstacles still to
be overcome In a facilitating the remarkable expansion of. our foreign
trade. It will doubtless be gratifying
to congress tolearn that the various
agencies of fhe department of state
In these endeavors
are
with zeal and effectiveness which are
not only receiving the cordial recognition of our business Interests, but
are exciting the emulation of other
governments. In any rearrangement
of the great and complicated work of
obtaining official data of an economic
character which congress may undertake it is most important in my judgment that the results already secured
by the efforts of the department of
state should be carefully considered
with a view to a judicious development and Increased utility to our export trade.
The Interest taken by the states
union of
forming the international
American republics in the work of its
organic bureau is evidenced by the
fact that for the first time since its
creation in 1890 all the republics of
South and Central America are now
represented in It. ' '
The
unanimous recommendation
of the International American conference providing for the international
union of American republics stated
that it should continue in force during a term of ten years from the date
of its organization and no countries
becoming a member of the union
should cease to be a member until the
end ot said period of ten years, and
unless twelve months before the expiration of said period a majority of
the members ot the union had given
to the secretary of state of the United
States official notice of their wish to
terminate the union at the end of its
first period, that the union should
continue to be maintained for another period of ten years, and thereafter
under the same conditions for successive periods of ten years each.
The period for notification expired
on July 14, 1899, without any of the
members having given the necessary
notice of withdrawal
asIts maintenance Is therefore
sured tor the next ten years. In view
of this fact, and of the numerous
questions of general interest and
common benefit to all of the representatives of America, some of which
were considered by the first international American conference but not
finally settled and others of which
have since then grown to importance,
it would seem expedient that the var
ious republics constituting the union
snould be In vited to hold at an early
date another conference In the capital

of on

of th countrlcj other than the
United States which haj already enjoyed this honor.
The purely International character
Of the work
being done by the bureau
and the appreciation of Its value are
further emphasized by the active cooperation which the various govern
tnents of the
republics and their diplomatic representatives in this-- capital are exhibiting
and the zealous endeavors they are
making to extend its field of useful
ness, to promote through its commercial intercourse, and strengthen the
bonds and amity and confidence bf;
tween Its various members and the
nations of this continent
BUFFALO EXPOSITION.
The act to encourage the holding
of
the
expos!
tion on the Niagara frontier, within
the county of Erie or Niagara, in the
state of New York, in the year of 1901,
was approved on March 3d, 1899.
This exposition, which will be held
in the city of Buffalo, in the near vicinity of the great Niagara cataract
and within a days journey of which
reside 40,000,000 of our people, will be
confined entirely to the western hem
isphere. Satisfactory assurances have
already been given by the diplomatic
representatives of Great Britain, Mexico and the Central and South American republics, most of the states of
the United States that their countries
and states an unique and instructive
exhibit. Illustrative of their material
progress during the century which is
about to close.
The law provides an appropriation
of 500,000 for the purpose of making
an exhibit at the exposition by the
government of the United States from
its executive department and the
Smithsonian Institution and its national museum, the United States
commission of flsh and fisheries, the
department of labor and bureau of
American republics. To secure a
complete and harmonious arrange
nient of this government exhibit, a
board of management has already
been created and charged with the
selection, purchase, preparation, tranand safe
sportation,
arrangement
keeping of the articles and materials
to be exhibited. This board has been
organized and has already entered on
the performance of its duties as provided for by law. I have every reason to hope and believe that this exposition will tend more firmly to ce
ment the cordial relations between the
nations on this continent.
In accordance with an act of congress, approved December 21, 1898,
and under the auspices of the Philadelphia commercial museum a most
interesting and valuable exposition oi
products and manufactures and especially adapted to export trade,, was
held in Philadelphia from the 14th
of September to the 1st of December,
189;,.
The representative
character
of the exhibits and the widespread interest manifested in the special objects of the undertaking afford re
newed encouragement to those who
look confidently to the steady growth
of our enlarged exportation of manufactured goods, which has been the
most remarkable factor in the eco
nomic fact in .the development of the
United States in recent years. A
feature of this exposition which is
likely to become of permanent and
increasing utility to our industries is
the collection of samples of merchan-chandiscounproduced in various
"
tries with reference to particular
a
nwnnHnnl
n1.4w.
uiniAwo, nnulinn
luriuing piauLiutti irujtrvi
lessons to United States manufacturers as to qualities, styles and prices of
. goods such as meet
the special de
mands of consumers and mriy be exported with advantage.
In connection with the exposition
an international congress was held,
upon the invitation of the Philadel
phia commercial museum, transmltt
ed by the department of Etate to the
various foreign governments, for an
exchange of information and opin
ions with a view to the promotion of
international trade. This invitationn
met with general and , cordial accep
tance, and the congress which began
Its sessions at the exposition on the
13th of October, proved to be of great
practical importance, from the fact
that it developed a general recogni
of na
tion of the
tions in trade and a most gratifying
spirit of accommodation with reference to the gradual removal of existing impediments to reciprocal rela
tions, without injury to the industrial
interests of either party.
PEACE CONFERENCE.
In response to the invitation of his
majesty, the emperor of Russia, dele
countries were
gates from twenty-siassembled at the Hague on the 18th
of May, as members of a conference
in the interest of peace. The commission from the United States consisted of the Hon. Andrew D. White:
the Hon. Seth Low, the Hon. Stafford Newell, Captain Alford T.
of the U. S. navy, Captain Wm.
T. Crozier of the U. S. army and the
non. Frederick W. Holls, secretary.
The occasion seemed to be opportune
for the serious consideration of a
plan for the pacific adjustment of In
ternational differences, a subject in
which the American people have
been deeply interested for many years
and an International tribunal was approved in the instructions to the delegates to the United States.
The final act of the conference Includes conventions upon the ameliora
tion of the laws and customs of war
on land, the adaptation to Maritime
warfare of" the principles of the Geneva convention of 1864, and the exten
sion of judicial methods to international cases. The convention for the
pacific settlement" of international
conflicts embodies the leading features of the American plan, with such
modifications as were rendered necessary, by the great diversity of views
'
'. and interests represented
by the delconvenof
the
egates. The four titles
tion provide for the maintenance of
general peace, the exercise of good
office and mediation, the formation of
commissions of inquiry and international arbitration.
The mediation provided for by the
convention. Is purely voluntary and
advisory and is intended to avoid any
invasion of limitation of the sovereign rights of the adhering states.
The commissions of inquiry proposed
consist of delegations to be specifically constituted for particular purposes
by means of conventions between the
contesting parties, having for their
of Inobject the clear understanding resortternational differences before
ing to the use of force. The provision
for arbitration contemplates the formation of a permanent tribunal before which disputed cases may be
brought for settlement by the mu
tual consent of the litigants in each
seyr.rate case.. The advantages im-of
such a permanent tribunal over
promptu commissions of arbitration
are conceived to be the actual exis
tence of a competent court, prepared
to administer justice, the greater
economy resulting from a well devised system and the accumulated judicial skill and experience which
such tribunal would soon possess.
While earnestly promoting the idea
of establishing a permanent international tribunal, the delegation of the
United States was not, 'unmindful of
the Inconveniences which might arise
from an obtrusive exercise of media
tion, and in signing the convention
carefully guarded the historic position of the United States by the fol
Rowing declaration:
Latin-America- n
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"Nothing contained in this conven
tion shall be so construed as to require the United States of America
to depart from its traditional policy of
not intruding upon, interfering with,
or entangling itself in the political
questions or policy or internal admin

istration of any foreign state; nor
shall anything contained in the said
convention be constructed to imply a
relinquishment by the United States
of America of its traditional attitude
toward purely American questions."
Thus interpreted, the convention foi
tne pacific settlement of Internationa!
conflicts may be regarded as reallx
ing the earnest desire of great numbers of American citizens whose deep
sense of justice, expressed in numerous resolutions and memorials, has
urged them to labor for this noble
The general character
achievement
3i this convention, already signed by
the delegates of more than twenty
sovereign states, further commends
it to the favorable action of the, senate of the United States whose ratification it still awaits.
PHILIPPINE ARMY.
Since my last annual message and
in obedience to the acts of the con
;ress of April 22, and 26, 1838, the re
maining volunteer force enlisted for
the Spanish war, consisting of
regulars and 110,220 volunteers
with over two tUousand volunteer officers, has been discharged from the
military service. Of the volunteers
367 officers and 189,163 men were
serving in the Philippines and 1,650 of
:he regulars who were entitled to be
mustered out after the ratification of
the treaty of peace. They voluntar
ily remained at the front until their
places could be filled by new troops.
They were returned home in the or
ier in which they went to Manila and
ire now all of them out of the service
iud in the ranks of citizenship. I re
commend that congress provide a spe
dal medal of honor for the volunteers,
regulars, sailors and marines on duty
.n the Philippines, who voluntarily remained in the service after their
terms of enlistment had expired.
iiy the act of March 2, 1899, congress has authority to Increase the
regular army to a maximum not
t
65,000 enlisted men,, and to
a force of 35,000 volunteers, to
je recruited from the country at large.
8y virtue of this authority the regular army has been increased to the
jumber of 61,999 enlisted men and
2,248 officers and new volunteer regiments have been organized aggregating 33, 050 enlisted men and 1,524 of
.leers. Two of these volunteer regl
3i en t s are made up of colored men,
with colored line officers. The new
troops to take the places of those re
aiming from the Philippines have
oeen transported to Manila to the
number of 581 officers and 26,322 en
listed men of the regular army and
594 officers and 15,388 enlisted men
if the new volunteer force, while
504 officers
and 14,119 men of the
volunteer force are on the ocean en
;oute to Manila.
. The force now in Manila consists ol
)05 officers and 30,508 regulars and
596 officers and 19,388 of the volun
;eers, making an aggregate of 1.49S
jfflcers and 45,966 men. When the
:roops now under orders shall reach
Manila, the force in the archipelago
will comprise 2,051 officers and 63,
183 men.
The muster out of the great
?olunteer army organized for the
Spanish war and the creation of a
aew army, the transportation from
Manila to San Francisco of those en
.itled to discharge and the transporta
.ion of the new troops to take theii
places have been a work of great
nagnitude well and ably done, for
vhich too much credit cannot be giv
in the war department
DuVing the past year we have re
luced our force in Cuba and Porte
tico.
In Cuba,' we now have 334
jfflcers and 10,796 enlisted men; in
Porto Rico, 87 officers and 2,855 en
isted men and a battalion of 400 men
jomposed of native Porto Ricans;
while stationed throughout the United
states are 910 officers and 17,317
nen and In Hawaii, 12 officers and
153 enlisted men.
The operations of the army are
'ully presented in the report of the
secretary of war, I cannot withhold
'rom officers and men the highest
,'ommendatlon for their soldiery
In trying situations, their will
ng sacrifices for their country, and
he interest and ability with which
hey have performed unusual and dif
cult duties in our island posses
.
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influence in diffusing a just under
standing cf the true spirit and char
actor of the American administration
The domestic postal service continues
to grow with extraordinary rapidity
The expenditures and the revenue
will each exceed $100,000,000 durini
the current year. Fortunately, slnc
tue arrival of prosperous times the
revenues have grown much fastei
than the expenditures, and there it
every indication that a short period
will witness obliteration of the an
aual deficit In this connection tht
report of the postmaster general em
podies a statement of some eviit
which have grown up outside of tht.
contemplation of law in the treatment
of some classes of mall matter which
wrongly exercise the privilege o:
pound rate, and shows that If this
matter had been properly classified
and had paid the rate which it should
have paid, Instead of a postal deficit
last fiscal year of 6,610,000 there
would have been on one basis a sur
plus of $17,637,570, and on anothet
15,733,836. The reform thus sug
gested, in the opinion of the postmas
ter general, would not only put the
postal service at once on a self-sutalning basis, but would permit great
and valuable improvements, and 1
commend the subject to the considers
tion of congress.
THE NAVY.
The navy has maintained the spirit
and high efficiency which have always characterized that service, and
has lost none of the gallantry in heroic action which has Bignalized its
brilliant and glorious past The nation has equal pride in its early an.
later
achievements. Its
habitual
readiness for every emergency has
won the confidence and admiration of
t e country. The people are interest-ein the continued preparation and
prestige of the navy and will justify
liberal appropriations for its maintenance and improvement. The officers have shown peculiar adaptation
for the performance of new and deli
cate duties which our recent war has
imposed.
It cannot be doubted that congress
will at once make necessary provisloi
for armor plate for the vessels now
under contract and building. Its at
tention is respectfully called to the
report of the secretary of the navy in
which the subject is fully presented.
unite in the recommendation that
congress enact such legislation as
may be necessary to enable the department to make contracts early
this coming year for armor of the
best quality that can be obtained in
'his country tor the Maine, Ohio and
Missouri, and that the provision o.
the act of March 3, 1899, limiting the
price of armor to $300 per ton be res

u

moved.

In the matter of naval construction,
it is said, Italy and Japan, of the

jreat powers, laid down less tonnage
ti e year 18! 9 thi n this c u try an!

In

Italy alone has less tonnage under
construction. I heartily concur In
the recommendations for the increase
of the navy, as suggested by the secretary. Our future progress and prosperity depends upon our ability to
equal, If not surpass, other nations in
the enlargement and advance of sci- ance, industry and commerce. To invention we must turn as one of the
most powerful aids to the accomplishment of such a result. The attention
of congress is directed to the report of
the commissioner of patents, in which
will be found valuable suggestions
and recommendations.
PENSIONS.
On the 30th of June, 1899, the pen
sion roll of the United States nuni
bared 091,519. These include the pen
sioners of the army and navy in" all
our wars. The number added to the
rolls during the year was 40,991.
The
number dropped by reason of death,
minors by legal limita
tions, failure to claim within three
years, and other causes, was 43,186,and
the number of claims disallowed was
107,917.
During the year 89,054 pen
sion certificates were issued, of which
37,077 were for new or original pensions.
The amount disbursed for
army and navy pensions during the
which was
year was $138,355,052.95,
$1,051,461.61 less than the sum of

dons.
In the organization of the volunteer
The Grand Army of the Republic at
egiments authorized by the act ol Its recent national encampment held
March 2, 1899, It was found that m
at Philadelphia has brought to my atprovision had been made for chaplains
This omission was doubtless from in tention and to that of congress the

idvertence. I recommend the early
wthorization for the appointment of
ne chaplain for each of the said
egiments. These regiments are now
n the Philippines and it is important
hat immediate action be had.
POSTAL CHANGES.
In restoring peaceful conditions,
rule, and civic progress in Cuba
Porto Rico and, so far as practicable
n the Philippines, the rehabilitation
)f postal service has been an impor
ant part of the work.- - It became
lecessary to provide mail facilities
joth for our forces of occupation and
.'or the native population. To meet
his requirement has involved a substantial
The ex
sting systems were so fragmentary,
iefective and inadequate that a new
md comprehensive organization had
o be created.
American trained of
lcials have been assigned to the di
ecting and executive positions, while
latives have been chiefly employed in
In
naking up the body of the force.
.vorking out this plan the merit rule
aad been rigorously and faithfully ap
y

.

plied.

The appointment of director gen
aral of posts of Cuba, was given to
n expert who had been chief postof-Icinspector and assistant postmas-:e- r
general, and who united large experience with administrative capaci
y. For the poBtmastershln at Havana, the range of skilled and avail-)lmen was scanned, and the choice
'ell on one who had been twenty years
a. the service as
deputy' postmaster
ind postmaster of a large city. This
principle governed and determined
selection of the American officials
3ent not only to Cuba, but to Porto
Rico and the Philippines, and they
were instructed to apply it so far as
practicable in the employment of the
aatives as minor postmasters and
jlerks. The postal system in Cuba,
though remaining under the general
guidance of the postmaster general,
was made essentially
independent,
it was felt that it should not be a
burden of the postal service of th
United States and provision was made
that any deficit in the postal revenue
3hould be a charge upon the general
revenues
of the island." Though
Porto Rico and the Philippines held
dirferent relations to the United
States, yet, for convenience of administration, the same nrlnciDle of nn
autonomous system has been extended
to them. The development of the service in all of the Islands has been rapid and successful. It has moved for- ward on American lines, with free
lelivery, money order and registry
tyslems and has given the people mail
facilities far greater and more reliable than any they have ever be
fore enloved. It fa thus not onlv a
vital agency of industrial, social and
business progress, but an important

wisdom and justice of a modification
of the third section of the act of June
27, 1890, which provides pensions for
the widows of officers and enlisted
men who served ninety days or more
during the war of the rebellion and
who were honorably discharged, provided that such widows are without
other means of support than their
daily labor and were married to the
soldier, sailor or marine on account of
whose service they claim pension prior
to the date of the act.
The present holding of the depart
ment is that if the widow's income
aside from her daily labor does not ex
ceed in amount what her pension
would be, to wit: $96 per annum, she
would be deemed to be without other
means of support than her daily labor
and would be entitled to a pension
under this act, while if the widow's
income independent of the amount
received by her as the result of her
daily labor exceeds $96, she would not
be pensionable under the act. I am
advised by the commissioner of pen
sions that the amount of the income
allowed before title to pension would
be barred, has varied widely under
different administrations of the pen
sion office, as well as during different
periods ofthe same administration
and has been the cause of just com
plaint and criticism. With the ap
proval of the secretary of the interior,
the commissioner of pensions recom
mends that, in order to make the prac
tice at all times uniform and to do
justice to the dependent widow, the
amount of income allowed independent of the proceeds of her daily labor
should be not less than $250 per annum
and lie Urges that congress shall so
amend the act as to permit the pension office to grant pensionable status
to widows under the term of the third
section of act Jiinc 27, 1890, whose income aside from the proceeds of daily
labor is not in excess of $250 per annum.
I believe this to be a simple act of justice and I heartily recommend it.

before the arrival at Manila, tha sinister ambition of a few loaders of the
Filipinos bad created a situation full
of embarrassment
for us and most
grievous in its cousequenceH to them
selves."
lie then prticecxled to deny t,he
lalms of the Insurgent leaders that
tiey had been promised independence
by American ofiicers. Regarding the
present situation he quoted from reThe
port commissioners as follows:
commission is of tho opinion tliat
there has leen no time since the de
struction of the Spanish squadron by
Admiral Dewey, when it was possible
to withdraw ourforces from islands,
either with honor to ourselves or with
safety to the inhabitants." Thj! president said unfavorable climatic conditions had interfered with the rapid
prosecution of the war against the insurgents, but the situation was now
rapidly becoming more 'encouraging.
He gave a detailed account of provisional governments established in
the island of Negroes and in the Sulu
archipelago, which he" said had proven
signally successful. Said he: "The
future government of the Philippines
rests with the congress of the United
States. Few graver .responsibilities
have ever been confided to us. If we
accept them in a spirit worthy of our
race and our traditions, a great oppor.
The islands
tunity comes
lie under the shelter of our flag. They
are ours by every title of law and
equity. They cannot be abandoned.
If we desert them we leave them at
once to anarchy and finally to barbarism. We fling them, a golden apple of discord, among rival powers
not one of which could permit another
to seize them unquestioned.
Their
rich plains and valleys would be the
scene of endless strife and bloodshed.
The advent of Dewey's fleet in Manila Bay instead of being, as we hoped,
the dawn of a new day of freedom and
progress will have been the beginning
of an era of misery and violence worse
than any which has darkened their
The 'suggestion has
unhappy past.
been made that we could renounce
our authority over the islands, and
giving them independence could retain a protectorate over them. This
proposition will not be found, I am
sure, worthy of your serious attention.. Such arrangement would Involve at the outset a cruel breach of
faith. It would place the peaceable
and loyal majority, who ask for nothing better than to accept our authority, at the mercy of armed Insurgents.
It would make us responsible for the
acts of the insurgent leaders and give
us no power to control them. It.would
charge us with the task of protecting
them against each other and defending them against any foreign power
with which they choose to quarrel.
In short, it Would take from the congress of the United States the power
of declaring war and vest that tremendous prerogative in the Tagalo
leader of the hour. It does not seem
desirable that I should recommend at
this time a special, specific and final
form of government for these Islands.
When peace shall be restored it will
be the duty of congress to construct
a plan of government which shall establish and maintain freedom, order
and peace in the Philippines."
OUR OTHER POSSESSIONS..
The President urged tho necessity'
for legislation regarding the govern
ment of the Hawaiian Islands, Alaska-and Porto Ilieo, specifying many disadvantages under which the people of
those territories now labor. Of PortoRico, he said: "She has lost, in her
free intercourse with Spain and Cuba,,
without any compensating benefits iru
this market. The markets of the
United States should be opened up to
her products. Our plain duty is to
abolish all customs tariffs between the
United States and Porto Rico and
give her products free access to our
WILLIAM M'KINLEY.
markets."

Christmas Comes But Once a Year,
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And we wish you to be a witness

the Philippines.
After reciting the events which led
up to the cession of the Philippine
Archipelago to the United States, the
president mentioned ' various orders

and proclamations issued by him to
assure the Filipinos of the friendly intentions of this government and subsequent send,ing of commissioners to
assist in the formulation of a satisfactory government. He added: "But
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grand display in the different departments, of articles
for young, middle-age- d
and old, for those who wish to spend
little ard for hose who care to spend much. There will be

H. E. V0GT

STERLING SILVER and BRIOABRAG
Iways shown a fine line of these goods but never
anything to compare with that which we have provided for
this season.
We have

&:C0.,
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Plumbing

Sanitary

Steam and

MEXICAN DRAWN WORK

Hot
Water Heating

Just the thing to send to distant friends and something every
lady'of taste and refinement has. We have arranged for an
exceptionally fine line of these goods, in doilies, carving and
tray cloths, center pieces, lunch cloths, handkerchiefs, etc. We
take especial pride in the quality and finish of the drawnwork

REPAIRING PROMPTLY

DONE.

Shop South of Dougla9 Avenue,
Between Sixth and Seventh street.
Telephone 169.

we handle and invite the most critical examination of all w
offer.

BE SURE AND CALL

LEATHER GOODS

and iee my lind of fall millinery before
purchasing elsewhere. New goods arA full line of 6tnmp ma
riving daily.
teriala and embroidery silks just

Purses,

Mrs. Wm. Malboeuf.

g
Art Co.'s best work.
A beautiful selection of the
We'll show them in a great variety of sizes and prices, 25c to
$7.50 each, including many of the favorite old subjects and
many entirely new.

h

PLEASE
NOTICE
That I have removed my
Restaurant to the Houghton building, and am now
better prepared than eter
to give the best meals
and service in the city.

USEFUL GIFTS,
We are maslng a special study in this line and if you will read
our daily notices in the paper you'll see we have succeeded in
our design to offer articles which mean much as an expression
of sent imenr. &nd for practical purposes, also.

Mrs. M.J. HUNTER, Prop.
Houghton Building,
Center Street.

GIFTS FOR MEN AND FOR BOYS
We will help you out in this always difficult question to solve
and will be dile in truth to suggest the very article you will
want.
We intend that : o one shall come to our establishment during the present holkhv season and find us unprepared to offer
something desirable in any line which we may reasonably be
supposed to carry.

free, o
'
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Co

There will be beautiful rugs in many different sizes, Japanese,
.
ttssels, Smyrn-i- velvet, Axminster and oriental, together
pro-b- i
with a fine selection of the world's best makes of
and extra super
ingrain carpets, which we are preand
make
to
cut,
style at very
pared
put down in ftjst-claall-wo-

ly
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CHARLES ILFELD,

or Inventive minit L

oYrJirluK a trip iu the I'aris
Willi good
Ulnry and PTrnnsfs prtfil. phoinri write
Xho PATfcT Kl.COKD, litiltiniorCaMd.
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"THE

PLAZA."
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ly

short notice.

per Annum.

I have & thousand samples of
wall paper. Drop me a line and
rilcallon5'ou. Also painting of every
Dick Hesskr.
description,
.
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?36 per Annum.
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THE MAN.

FOX ARTISTIC WALL PAPER

IN THE CARPET ROOM

able Rates."
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IS

Three car loads of New Furniture largely composed of articles
selected with a view of suitability for Christmas giving i9
what we will offer on this floor, and notwithstanding the sharp
advance in prices on everything in this line, we are determined
to make the prices low enough to attract every possible purchaser.
v

.

- -

DICK HESSER

THIRD FLOOR:

Door Eells, Annunciators,

l

Las Veffm Phone IT

Calo. Phone 81.

CUT GLASS FINE CHINA,

Burglar Alarms and Private
Telephones at Reason- - ;

mi(?hnk-i-

SPECIAL MACHINE.
Las Vegas Steam Laundry.

,

Manianares and Lincoln Aves.

Ktdiatue persona of

If you send your liuen to the Las
Vegas Steam Laundry.
We iron the edges of all collars and ciini on a

A good selection of good works. A fine line of good, clean,
healthy, interesting literature for boys and girls, and for grown
'
i'p people as well.

'

uajg,

Get It in the Neck

BOOKS

The milk from tbis dniry Is
by
means of the Vermont Strainer purified
and Aerator which takes off the animal heat and
odor hy a straining; process and keeps
tbe milk sweetfive to eigne boors longer
ban the ordina rv method.
lafColorado Telephone 163.

nnwi'!.'

JSEED NOT

1

HERMAN HUUKNHOLTZ.'Prop

xrrmnmm

VOVI

vill be a

n

EAST LAS VEGAS

BE THANKFUL

Tate-Pran-

I'AIH PEICES."

$15

Harris.

&

FIRST FLOOR

mvurwu umrv

RESIDENCE:

Fox

ON THE

.

Telephone

Detail,

BY VS.

)? We have kw ptice clothes
and high price clothes in each case
the price is lower than the same qual
ity can De nad elsewnere.

and Santa himself will be there at intervals to superintend the
:
arrangement and disposition of his wares, which will include
a magnificent line of dolls of all sizes from very small to very
Jarge; an immense variety of mechanical toys of all kinds; a
splendid an ay of doll carriages for the girls and of coasting
sleds for the boys, with a big lot of new parlor games and
pules, for girls, boy.; and grown up people as well in, fact
there will be about everything that one could ask or wish for,
in this Toyland Kingdom and you'll have to see it .with your
own eyes in order to fully comprehend its fullness.

a mm,

OUR MOTTO IS:

pocket
all are fitted.

Style, Quality, Every

The Santa Claus Toyland Co,

M. M. SCNDT.

OFFICE:

the truth of this assertion.

A great space has been set apart for

itone; frame or brick buildings.

bxchangs;

to

small-size- d

book

THE BASEMENT

:

'.

the

DOWN IN

iojluiiders.

Electric

The average sized Alan

can desire.

Contractors

Oo

The I'ats and Leans

What will we show? Well, very nearly everything in
the line of gift articles, both useful and ornamental, that heart

West Lincoln Avenue.

Tr ias Jeps

The Longs and Shorts

(For a Cily the Size of La Vegas),

anfi pinon wood, ready
Best quality of
tor the stove. All pme
kimlsof fence posts. Prompt
4
uuuw.,- - ueuvery.. xtJiepuunes

WCRJ

For Gentlemen.

6TH.

Mexican carved, alligator and seal. A great show.
oclts, pocket books, card cases, chatelaine bags, etc.

Constantly on hand.

HONEST

Mies

Proper

LEADING ART MEDALLION PICTURES,

furnished

I

THE

Greatest Christmas Show On Earth!

Hard, and Soft Coal

0ST-Estimate-

.

CAST LAS VEQA3, N M.

WE ARE PREPARING THE

Successor to

henry

DECEMBER

("WEDNESDAY,

A. CORCORAN.

Hesrt.

next to Ike

Railroad Avonue,
Lewia.

WILL OCCUR

JAMES O'BYRNR,

A.

cry one in or near the city whose heart warms in any measurt
:ovard the andest of all the holidays the world has evef
known, CHRISTMAS, and this year with the usual lines of
to the season doubled, trebled and even
goods pcrtain-'nquadrupled in size, variety and attractiveness and many new
and valuable ideas in force in the different departments, it goes
without saying that it will be more than ever not only a pleas
ure but a positive duty to oneself and friends to visit this
rcat store, not only ence, twice or thrice, but very many
'inies during the coming three December weeks.

OUR GREAT OPENING OF CHRISTMAS GOODS

Dealer

All grades and kinds of

GOIN. Proprletreaa.

Good Oooklna.
Tbe tost of
valtsn employed. Everything
tha market affords on tbe table.
Board by the day or week.

.

lias for many years been the great center of attraction for ev

.

Goal &

Restaurant,
14 KS. M.

with-them-

iulmn

Model

So Let Us Greet It Ulitb Good Cheer.
ILFELD'S BIG STORE

tk

Pd'TCBlS

LAS VEGAS, NEW MEXICO

.

Joe Martin the Sixth street shoemaker has just put m a complete line
of men's and boys'' shoes of the celebrated Dittman make. Mr. Martin
respectfully solicits your patronage.
Place your orders for candy for the
holidays with Hernandez & Young,
the home manufacturers
of pur
f
wholesome candy.
21-t-

Morris J. Ciuwley hat. just returned
from a business trip to Bland In the
Interest of the H. Q. Coors lumber
LIQUOR AKD ClTR DEALER
establishment and It Is needless to
say that he did a good business. He
And Sol inuti fnr
said that Jos Overhuls, formerly of
4 G F NTH WAMIIi-.VK- N
ASH WOMEN, this city Is doing well there running
V
!!nW
ctrlu-wurit
m(.m lit,
i
niiin or
wir:i:in. In m ry town In I - 1'iiiu-- Sihu-- to a butcher shop and lodging house and
taku i.rili iK fi r Mi'ii's, Wotticii'ii anil I
's
acting in the capacity of deputy sher
V
ami

WANTED.
'xl

r

li-

hilil-r.-n-

nu-rn- f

iilso

s.

Bottled in Bond.

Kaln-owt-

wtrk in

l.mN-s- '

I0 00 t
orclt-r-

s

lurKsam-s-

IliuMruLsl suniplc lunik and
iiiHiriirt you at omv how lo
imy ynu once a wwk In oath,
mull tills nolii'e to the
lor full narllciiliiiit
1'umlt'u kuhurrt orpoiulloii. Chicago. III..

i'ljiiii.li-teoutlif-

k

d; tin- - work

Mini

It It 1(21 IT AND
SF.VKiiAI,
.W'ANTKII
litHii-slo rvprvirt'iit us as muD
In
mid
close
this
counties.'
by
ajrrrsa
Salary
year siui vxpctist-sStraight, bona-fidiQ
no DHire. no less salary. Positiou
permanent.
Our references any bank in any town. It Is
at home. Refermnlnly olhVe
ence.Kncloae
stamped envelope, 'ibe Dominion Company, Ilept. I,
aw
I'hlcuiio.

XT

T

Milrls mid iff.
a
Former depot
for our
.

Yaic-rim-

aoimn ruitkr
tou taking
ytwn.i ms.

Mi ii hiiiI
liti'iro'A--

iH

fci

s;

V

s

t

e,

Hill AVft
U
Will

.

(IN

TAj

"

rn

Iff

t
rttti
l IU.

FOR KENT
VOIt

a

We handle,
in
A complete illustrated
price

iree upon application.

HOT

ROOMS.

PENT.-KrEMSH-

our line
list sent

Thb Lowest
priced Liquor House in the city
Billiard and r.col room in connec
tion, on second lioor

.

PATTY.

TWH SALE 8F.VKNTV-F- I VE FEET OF
J
lmiroved pmperty on Hrlilffe stnft at
H 00. now paying i.i0 per month rent; leased
lo bixhI tenmits. For particulars address
2S!-- tf
"K. Uptlc ollice.
TT'OR S.U.E-8- 0
ACIIE3 FINE MEADO
1
and alfalfa land, six room house, shed,
stables, Rrain room and a pasture adjoining,
mile square, irood water right,
;t
vltlilii half a mile ofeustsldepostofHce,
H
si:" title.
I'rlce 1.".000. Also aliout 70
ai-- t
f land, Hvo acjes seeded to alfalfa,
place for a dairy, east of tie preserv-'r.Sfl j)
'kn, llrst class title, price FMKIO. A
of land on Mora road near Iiarkness'
s:rp
ji lace, prU-- SJ,OUO. Cull ut OptiO office for
tf
address.
one-hii- lf

MISCELLANEOUS

Jarle l Implements, Cook Stoves,
hinges, Garden and Lawn

TJj ETheGARLAND.

Steel Ranges.'
Tanks i Snecfa!t

Din

.

8T.

xu-t- m

tf

New York has a school In connecDAY AND NIGHT
(JIIORT OlillKU-OI'E- N
k Fresh oysters In any stylo everything tion with the fire department, where
the market tiflOttis serveti strictly
28i-firemen are taught to scale buildings,
Opera Cafe, (ico. E. ftlurklium, l'rop,
dummies and handle furniture.
catch
GO
AT
WHILE
SPRINGS
THE
TOl'RISSTS
the liveryman at the northeast corner of the Springs park and hire a
A Thousand Tongues
eocd, gentle sud lle pony or more than gentle
tf
Could not express the rapture of
PAID FOR ALL KINDS OF SECOND Annie E.
Springer of 1125 Howard St.,
Land wagons, buggies, saddles and harness. If you have anything In that line, call Philadelphia, Pa., when
she found
A. .1. Veins, successor to A. Weil on
and
234--tf
that Dr. King's New Discovery for
Hridgo street.
first-cla- ss

tf

rK
f- -

VEQAP, N M

SOCIETIES.

JOHN HILL,

liiilfc

Contractor and

DORADO LODGE NO. 1. K. of P., meets
IjMi every Monday at 8 p. m.. at their
Castle
Hall, third floor Clement s block, cor. Sixth
Btreetand Grand Avenue. T. II. McNAIR. 0. 0.
Gko. yniKi.u. K. of U. S.

THE WORLD.
WOODMEN OF No.
2. meots first aud third
T. O. A. U. M.
Wednesdays of each irr.nt-Mball. Visiting sovs. rieccrSia'l7 invited
J HSJ
0. O
S. R. Dearth, Clet.

Manufacturer of

Sash and Doors,

Mouldings,
O. E. MEETS FIRST AND THIRD
Scroll Sawing,
B- Thursday
evenlmrs. each month, at
Street Lodge room. Visiting brothers
Sut acs and latching, Sixth
cordially Invited.
gko. r. gould, Exalted Kuier.
Planing Mill and Office, T. E. Blauvklt, Sec'y.
P-

Coibef of National Street and
Grand Evenuo. East Las .Vegas.

TO.

O. F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. 4,
Alondav evening fit t.hulp

meets
hall.
am cor

Sixt h Street.

All visitinir
dially Invited to attedd. W. H. ScHtrt.Tj, N. G.
H.T. Ukskm., Sec'y.
W. E. Cbitbs, Treas

i. a. irivKNH,

wjmetery trustee.

I. O. O. F. MEET8
REBEKAII LODGE.
fourth Thursday evenlnirs
of each mouth at the I. O. O. F. hall.
Mrs. Sofia Anderson, N.G.
Mae. Clara Hklu Sec' v.
TJ. W., DIAMOND LODGE NO. 4,
first and third Tuosday evenings each month, In Wyman Block, Douglas

Blauvelt's

AO.
Metropolitan
avenue. Visiting brethren cordiully Invited.
J.
Notes, Recorder.
Tonsorial Parlots,
J. Wertz, Financier
.

M.
(JIlUWLliY, M. W.
Geo. W.

A.

HOPE
115 CENTER BTKKET AND 519
LAS AKNl'K

teas.-:-Craps-

and sisters are cordially mvisea.
Mrs.' Jni.tA A. Greciory, Worthy Matron.
Mrs. Gko. Sei.by, Treasurer.
Miss Blanche Kotiiged. Sec'y.

of

LODGE NO. t.
communlcatlos held on third
In
of
the Masonic
each
month,
Thursdays

AF.

& A. M. CHAPMAN

Temple.

Invited.
'Visiting brethren fraternally
John Hill, W.
0.

dealer in

a!
Ivery
and repairing a speoialt,
Avodum. Bast L
Vanaanares
b"rejd and
eitas

DanRodes'
Hack Line

,

Recorder.

STAR. REGULAR
second and fourth Thursday
each
of
month. All visiting brothers
evenings

.'. Hordwurs,
Heavy
Kind
wairoo material on haii'l

.

Mrs. Nettie Jameson,

EASTERN

,

And

LODGE NO 3. DEGREE OF HONOR.
First and Third Fridays In A. O.

U. W. Hall.

DOUG-

A C. SCHMIDT
Uanofactarer

In Vienna organ grinders are allowplay only between midday and

ed' to

sunset.

Stock Holders Notice.
Notice is hereby given to the stock
holders of the Las Vegas Mining and
Prospecting Co.,that there will be held
Monday eveaing, the 4th day of Dec
ember, a meeting of said stockholders
for the purpose of electing officers
and. such other business, as may
come before said meeting.
THOS. E. BLAUVELT,
13-l-

Secretary.

A man after her own
every woman wants.

TJ.

IAS

M.

SponLEDEn, Sec'y.

VEGAS OOMMANDRY NO. t,
communications second Tuesdysof

each moth.
Visiting Knights cordiallyL. welcomed.
D.Webb, E.G.
G. A. Eothoeb, Rec

AS VEGAS ROYAL ARCH CHAPTER
Mon-- n
li No. H. Regular convocations first
iuoh n.ini).
liliii it l j ens
M.
H.
allyinvlttd.
fii'.r,
UotrMElSTKR. SeC'V.

I.I..).

DIRECTORY

BUSINESS

Consumption had completely cured
her of a hacking cough that for many
years had made life a burden. All
other remedies and doctrs could give
ner no help, but she says of this Royal
Cure "it soon removed the pain in
my chest and I can now sleep soundly,
something I can scarcely remember
doing before. I feel like sounding
Its praises throughout the Universe."
So will every, one who tries Dr. King's
New Discovery for any trouble of the
Throat, Chest or Lungs. Price 50c.
and $1. Trial
bottles
free at
Browne & Manzanares Co. and
MurpheyVan Petten drug store; every bottle guaranteed.
Indianapolis has 3,500 dogs licensed,
and 1,500 unlicensed, and still has no
public place where one of them can
get a drink of water.
Something for the New Year
The world renowned success of
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, and their
continued popularity for near half a
century as a stomachic, is scarcely
more wonderful than the welcome
that greets Hostetter's Almanac.
This medical treatise Is published by'
the Hostetter Company , Pittsburg,
Pa., under their own Immediate super-Visioemploying sixty hands In that
The issue of same for
department,
IjOO will be over
eleven millions,
printed in nine languages. Refer to
a copy of it for valuable and interesting reading concerning health, and
numerous testimonials as to the effi
cacy of Hostetter's Stomach Bitters.
The Almanac for 1900 can be obtained
free of cost, from druggists and gen
eral country dealers in all parts of
the country.
!

(

Cleveland has one policeman to
every 1,075 of the population, while
Boston has one to every 535 persons,
and Buffalo one to every 5Q0.

French Tansy Wafers, the world's
ATTORNEYS
famous remedy for irregular and pain
ful periods of ladies; are never fallMONEY. ATTORNEY-AT-Laand safe. Married ladles' friend.
( EORGEandP. Assist
ing
ant United States AttorW. corner ulaisa, in Plasa hotel French
ney, Ofllce
Tansy Wafers are the only re
building.
liable female remedy in the world;
BUNKER, ATTORNEY-AWILLIAM B.Sixth
Street, over San Migue imported from Paris; take nothing
National Bauk, East Las Vegas, N. M.
else, but insist on genuine; in red
Qo to
ATTORNEY-AT- RANK
wrappers with crown trade mark. La
SPRINGER.
F law. Ofllce 1h Union
Block. Sixth Street. France
Drug company, Importers, 108
.:ist una vegas, n. m.
Turk
St., San Francisco. For sale by
Office.
FORT. ATTOKNEY-AT-LAO. O. Schaefer, druggist, sole agent,
I J C.Wyman
BUxik. East Las Vegas, N. M.
Las Vegas, N. M., Opera House
OfBce
V. LONG, ATTORNEY-AT-LASecond Hand Store
corner.
Wyman Bl ck. East Las Vegas, N. M.
SMITH. ATTORNEY AND COUN
Of W. E Critei, Wyman Block, to buy T) J. selor
at Law. OHlco 107 Sixth street,
A British Chamber of Commerce,
or Bell all goods tn our line. Or wo will i& Las Vegas. N. M.
authorized by the Prime Minister of
ell the entire business on terms to suit.
the Bey, has just been established at
PHYSICIANS.
Tunis.
Ut'HOLSTERlNG.

Best hack service in the city
Meets all trains. Calls promptly
attended. Oftice at L. M. Cooley f
Liver r tlW

AT-LA-

w

the

Old Reliable

E

i

C. H. BRADLEY,

OEFICE AND

Notice to

the Public.

Treasury Department, Office of Comp
troller of Currency,
Washington, D. C, 'August 25, 1899.
Whereas by satisfactory evidence
presented to the undersigned, it has
been made to appear that "The First
National Bank of Las Vegas, in the
county of San Miguel, and Territory
of New Mexico, has complied with all
the provisions of the "Act of Congress
to enable National Banking Associa
tions to extend their corporate exis
tences and for other purposes," approved July 12th, 1882.
Now, therefore I, Thomas P. Kane,
Dtputy and Acting Comptroller of the
Currency, do hereby certify that "The
First National Bank of Las Vegas,"
in the town of Las Vegas, in. the coun
ty of-- San Miguel, and Territory of
New Mexico, is authorized to have
succession for the period specified in
its amended articles of association,
namely until close of business on
August 25th, 1919.
In testimony whereof witness my
hand and seal of office this twenty- fifth day of August, 1899.
T. P. KANE,
SEAL.
Deputy and Acting Comptroller of the Currcy,
v
t
Nc. 2436.

My son has been troubled for years

with chronic diarrhoea. Sometime
ago I pursuaded him to take some of
TAR. II. S. BROWNTON. (successsr to B. M Chamberlain's
Cholera and
Colic,
IJ Williams), Bridge Street. Las Vegas
new iuexico.
Diarrhoea Remedy. After using two
bottles of the
size he was
BARBER SHOPS.
cured. I give this testimonial, hopCENTER Street,
some one similarly afflicted may
PARLOR BARBERSHOP,
Proprietor. Only skilled ing
workmen employed. Hot and cold baths In read It and be benefitted.
Thomas
cou ruction.
C. Bower, Glencoe, O. For sale by
BANKS.
K. D. Goodall, Druggist.
DENTISTS.

work puarantood.
If you have anytliiug to sell,
mo, east side of bridge.
First-cla-

ss

s

Las Vegas 'Phona 74.
V

tii.Vegas Phone

Colorado Phone

181

Las
,

J.

Proprietor,

II. SMITH,

Wholesale and Retail dealer In

Flour,

Grata,

Corn Meal, Bran,

WHEAT,

ETC.

Highest cash prioe paid for Milling Wheat,

Colorado Seed Wheat for Bale In Season.

I,as Vbgas New Mei.

Colorado 'Phone

133

JOHN BOOTH,
.

Vegas
Roller Mills,

BANK, SIXTH

street ana urana Avenue.

Las Vegas 'Phone 153.

I'HOLSTKKINO.
131.

AN MIGUEL NATIONAL

iHackman

23-t-

--7

:

Skin Diseases.
For the speedy and permanent cure of
tetter, salt rheum and eczema, Cham-- ,
berlain's Eye and Skin Ointment is
without an equal. It relieves the itching and smarting almost instantly and
its continued use erTects a permanent
cure. It $80 cures itoU. barbc. 's itch,
scald head, sore nipples, itching piles,
chapped hands, chronic sore eyes and
granulated lids.
Dr. CadVg Condition Fowdcrs for
horses are the best tonic, blood purifier
tnd vermifuge. Price. 2A rants. Sold by

East Las Vegas Hack Line.
o
Will call for all Trans.
o
Calls promptly attended to

HARPER Whiskey is rapidly be
coming the national beverage. It's
the one thing all parties agree upon,
Republicans, Democrats,
Populists
"
Even the
party
knows one thing; the merits of HAR
'
PER WHISKEY- - Sold by J. B.
Mackel, Las Vegas, N. M.; W.- - W
Rawlins,. East Las Vegas. N. M.
"know-nothing-

VAN'IULAGIOCOlAIKPiriWcr)
Ai Kwloriaie vf al lading urocer.
Hit PtElX Of

0XE I5LUMU COKVTNCZ

Departments Now Organized:

Dfucr0UiEv or rwvtm.

Antonio Griego for the KW4, Sec.
N., R. 22, E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon and cultivation of said land, viz:
Luis Romero y Lobato, of Galllnaa
Springs, Antonio Maestas, of Oallinas
Springs, N. M., Antonio Sena, of Laa
Vegas, Aguatin Delgado, of Las Vegas.
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.

Mediteira-nea-

n.

The Santa Fe Route
is the shortest and most
comfortable route to
fornia.

Cali-

Illustrated descriptive
books and particulars of
rates, daily and limited
train service and tourists
excursions furnished on
application.
J

CHAS. F. JONES, Agent,
-

Home Drink Cure!

u"i

cn

Oor treatment Is taken at home without
the publioity and expense ot an Institute

treatment.
No HvDodermlo lnlectfons) with their
evil effects. It cures; not temporarily re
lieves, ine expense it mucn less than toe
institute treatments. It braces tbe nerves
tones the stomach and leaves tbe patient
in Rood condition. Consultation aod oor.
respondence free aod confidential. Write
tor oar book 00 Alcoholism, mailed free lo
plain envelope. Under our system of correspondence each patient receives Individ
ual care and instruction.
It would not be possible to eet such en
dorsements as the following, did we not do

..THE....

Encyclopaedia Britannica
VOLUKIS.

The Torch
of Knowledge

all we claim :
Hon. L. 8. Coffin, president railroad
temperance association of America: Tbe
h
mirwork of the Bartlett Cure is
aculous. It stands In advance of all other
cares for drunkenness.
Father Cleary, former president of tbe
uainono lotai f osttnance society 01
Amerioa: If the Bartlett Cure be proper
ly taken, it win onre aioonoiism more er-- f
actually than any other remedy at present
known.

than ever
burns brighterto-da- y
before, and yet there are many
people lower down its the scale

well-nig-

than

they ought to
be or want to
be. Ti e prob-

The Bartlett Cure Co.,

lems of progression can

only be solv

1

educational

power which

world-renowne-

d

Home Comfort
Steel Ranges,
The Best on Earth

'

.

Chicago to Los Angeles in
only 2 days.
Pullmans, Dining Car,
g
Car (with
Barber Shop).
Observation Car (with
Ladies' Parlor).
Vestibuled and electric

lighted throughout.

Four Times a Week.
Mondays, Fridavs,
Thursdays and Saturdays,
beginning Nov. 9th.

Britannica
for $1 Cash

In small

monthly
The entire Thirty (jo)
payments.
Volumes with a Guide and an ele- -.
"
delivgant Oak Book Case wll'
ered when the first payme
jiade.
The Complete Set (Thirty targe
Octavo Volumes):
No. t. New Style Buckram Cloth, Marbied
Fin-

Extra Quality High Machine
tige
ish Book Paper. $45 oo.
Mrst payment, One Dollar (Si.oo) and Three
Dollars ($).oo) per month thereafter.
Blttra
No. t. Half Morocco, Marbled
Quality High Machine Finish ataok
Paper, $6o oo.
First payment, Two Dollars ($3.00) and Four
Dollars ($4 00) per month thereafter.
No. 1. Sheep. Tan Color, Marbled Edges,
Extra Quality High Machine Finish Book

Paper.
First payment, Three Dollars ($).oo) and
Five Dollars (Ss.oc-- per month thereafter.
A reduction of 10 per cent. Is granted by
x
raying cash within 30 days after Uieracseat
m tbe work.

31

K. D. Goodall, Druggist, guarantees
every bottle of Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy and will refund the money
to any one who is not satisfied after
s
of the contents. This
using
is the best remedy in the world for la
grippe, coughs, colds, croup, and
whooping cough and is pleasant and All the Ware all the pipe and
safe to take. It prevents any tenden zinc, and everything pertaining to
cy of a cold to result In pneumonia.
the range furnished free of charge.
We make the most reasonable term;
Shade Trees for Sale.
in fact terms to suit yourself,
For native shade trees Pat Young All of our ranges guaranteed. If nqt
can furnish you any tree you want satisfied, range can be returned and
Now is the time to set them. He your old stove will be put back free
guarantees to replace all trees that of charge.
fail to grow. Address Pat Young,
Office and Ranges on exhibition at
East Las Vegas, Postofflce,- and he Opera House Block, rear of Schaefer's
will call for your order.
Drug Store.

Mrs.

Bl

2.

P. O.

Waring,
News Stand

Santa Fe Time Table.
WIST BOUKD

No. t Pas, arrive IS: 5 p.m. Dep
No. 1? Pass, arrive 8
p. m. H
No 95 Freight

1:45 p. m
8:80 p. m.
7:00

a--

CALnmRV'A LIMITSD.
6:00 a. m. and departs

at 6:05 a. m.
Arrives at
on Monday, Thursday, Friday and Saturday.
BABTBOUlTn.

t

re

usrvey dining rooms ana lunca counThursday and Saturday. arrive 3:43
ters. There are none better. Break a.Tuesday,
3.50 a. m.
m.
fast, dinner and supper are served at r Santa Dep.
Fe branch trains connect with Nee. I,
convenient intervals.
Ample time 8,4, 17 and SB.
given for all meals.

What
We Don't Know
"

Wall Paper, Window Shsdes,
Paper Hanging.
Ilo'ise Painting. Sign Painting,
Picture Framing,
Hard Oil Pinishingr, Wall Tinting,
Interior Finishing,
tFloor Polishlug, Etc, Kto.

Tell Us.
GEO. T. HILL,

-

Home

'Phone

140.

"tk and

u

Deed
Deed
Mortgage

Quit-Clai-

m

H

Nstieoai.

i HOT SPRINGS BRANCH.
Lv La Vegas 0:00 a. m. Ar Hot Springs :80 a. at
Lv Las Vegas 11 :80 a m. Ar Hot Springs 18 :80 m
Lv Las Vegas 1 :25 p m. Ar Hot Springs 1 : 55p
Lv Las Vegas 8:80 p m. Ar Hot Springs 4:00 pm
iiV Las Vegas 5:00 p m. Ar Hot Springs 5:30 p
Lv Hot Springs :40 a m. Ar Las Vegas 10:10 a m
Lv Hot Springs 18:15 p m. Ar Las Vegaa 18:45 p m
Lv Hot Springs 8:05 pm. Ar Las Vega 1:30 p in
Lv Hot Springs 4:10 p m. Ar Las Vegas 4 :40 p m
Lt Hot Springs 5 if 5 p tn. Ar Las Vegas 4:00 p m

U

Mining Deed
Assignment of Mortgage
Satisfaction of Mortgage
Chattel Mortgage
it

PiV c? "f Attorney

'Sale
long form
short form
Personal Property

tr--!-

"

"
Trust Deed

Title Bond to Mining Property
fbntract of Forfeiture
B rod of Butcher

Potest
topccial

Warranty Deed

Notice of Protest

Warranty Deed, Spanish
it

U

M

Bill of Sale, Spanish
Transfer of Location
Marriage Certificate
Troof of Labor
Acknowledgement
"
Corporation
Authority to Gather Live Stock
Option, Real Estate
Bond for Deed
Official Bond
Affidavit Renewal Chattel Morlg
Affidavit
cloth
Non-Miner-

al

Township Plat

Warrant to Appraisers

"

"

Notes, per

1 00

"

"

bound

The Optic,

East Las Vegas, N M

ao

jf
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New Mexico
o
The
o
a
o
SCHOOL
ao Socorro, N. M. MINES OFqO
aa
Q
1899.
Fall Session Begins September
O
O
o
ci

11,

Regular Degree Courses of Study:

I. Chemistry and Metallurgy.

II. Mining Engineering.

III.

O
O

a

CiYil Engineering.

DSpectal courses are offered In Assaying, Chemistry and Surveying.
A Preparatory Course Is maintained for the benefit of those who have not
had the
necessary advantages before coming to the School of Mine).
Tultlon:-$n.- 00
for the preparatory course; $10,000 for the technical course

aa
o

No. 89 Pass, arrive 1:30 p. m. Dep. 1 M p. m.
No.
Pass, arrive 4:05 a. at. Dep. 4:10 a. m.
at
Meals
Good
Regular Hours.
No. M Freight
" 7:80 a. m.
Meals must be satisfactory or travelNo. 82 is Denver train ; No. 1 Is California and
The Santa
ng is uneuioyabie.
17
Mexico
the
No.
train.
Route prides itself on its syBtem of East bound California
limited, Monday,

ABOUT

Warranty Deid

Subpoena
Summons
Writ of Attachment, Original
Writ of Attachment, Duplicate
Affidavit in Attachment, original
Affid't in Attachment, duplicate
Garnishee Summons, original
Garnkhee Summons, duplicate
Bond in Attachment
Execution
Order to Garnishee to Pay
Garnishee Receipt
Affidavit in Replevin
Bond in Replevin
Writ of Replevin
Appearance Bond
Peace Bond
Criminal Warrant
Criminal Complaint
Mittimus
Appeal Bond
Notice of Attachment
Criminal Comp'tforS'ch War'nt
Notice for Publication
Venire
Notice of Garaiahm't on Exec'n
Indemnifying Bond
Garnishee, Sheriff's Office
Bond, General
Sheriff's Sale, Execution
Sheriff's Sale. Personal Property
Sheriff's Sale, Deed
Road Petition
,
Bond of Deputy
,
Guardian's Bond and Oath
Administrator's Bond and Oath
Ltters of Administration

o
o
Santa Fe Route o
Chas. F. Jones, Agent,
Ci
Las Vegas.
o
o
oCi

Eds.

FOR SAI.K

Sale and Notes in Book Form for

uatice'sDdckets,8ixl4ia.200p'fls

Buffett-Sinokin-

,

Encyclopaedia
and the balance

Any of the Following Blanks Can Be Obtained at This
Office. Price List Will Be Forwarded on Application. Also Notary's R; cords, Bills of

Justice's Dockets,8 xl 4 in. 1 00 p'g's

The
California
Limited

hng, educated
men and wo
men. A need
therefore ex
ists for a great

is far reaching in its influence.
Such a need is supplied by the
Encyclopedia
Britannica. It represents con- centrated thought from the beginning of the world to the
present hour. No subject in the
realm of reason is left out. The
information is easily found,
and is clear, concise, authentic.
The New Werner Edition, the
latest, the most complete, and
the best.

Los Vegaa, N. M.

LEGAL BLANKS.

Summons, Probate Court

"N ed by thlnk-

kt4

lWt,

Pocket use. Address
The Optic.

Is more delightful in win-

ter than the

LAS VEGAS.

tite

EDGAR L. HE WET r,

24-3-

Oil

of

Monday, January i, 1900.

15, T. 14.

on your best harness, your Old bar.
mi , ij u i
op, ana luej
will not only wriMgc
look better but wear
Ion iter. Sold everywhere In
il
uvui uuu piuia io nvesaiJ
Uad bj STAKDaBU Oil. 10.

1UFEKB OCTAVO

Winter Term Begins

1300, viz:

Eureka

m tSIRtr

I

Notice of Publication.
Homestead Entry No. 4337.'
Department of the Interior, Land
Office at Santa Fe, N. M., December
1st, 1899.
Notice is hereby given that the following named settler lias filed notice of his intention to make final
proof In support of his claim, and that
said proof will be made before the
probate judge of San Miguel county at
Las Vegas, N. M., on January 11th,

Eureka Harness Oil Is the best
preservative of new leather
and the best renovator of old
leather. It oils, softens, Uiaok
ens and protects. Use

.

GRADUATE SCHOOL.
1 1JL
.
NORMAL TRAINING.
KINDERGARTEN
TRAINING.
MANUAL TRAINING.
ACADEMIC SCHOOL.
LATIN SCIENTIFIC.
ENGLISH.
COMMERCIAL SCHOOL.

mm

S'JflRiOWTY A TO PUMTY Of MAIUUAt AX9

e

Harness

Mo iiiiiil liiiimity

-

.

The Cuban colony of Tampa cele
brated the 31st anniversary of the
raising of the Cuban flag in Cuba.

two-third-

fifty-nin-

$2,500 Reward!
la understood that there exists in
this county a band of highwaymen
who have organized for the purpose
of robbing some of the business houses and banks of this city and several of our prominent business men and

jNcw

;

'It

25-ce-

Window Shades made to
fit all sizes of windows.

r--

303-18-

institutions have decided to use their
efforts to apprehend and convict, un
der the law any persons who may
commit any such crimes in our midst.
A fund of $2,500 has been raised
for the purpose of being used as a reward 'for the arrest and conviction of
any person or persons who may hero-afte- r
commit any such cr"ime In either
Las Vegas or East Las Vegas, and
within a few days a reward for the arrest andf conviction of such offenders
will be offered by the governor of the
territory of New Mexico this reward
to be paid out of the fund raised by
our citizens. The governor Is expected here within a short time to confer with our citizens and formally off
fer the reward.

COCO A

c

.

RES-Iden-

Dlt.
at Corner Sixth and National
80tf
streets, ft no Henriquoz property.)

J.R.McMahan

heart is what

The typhoid bacillus, frozen in ice,
has been found alive after 102 days.

134--

ON SHORT Mi TICK.

BRIDGE

1

Vegns,

World's Best

Slite

H V. FBH.

Masseur.
.

Thousand! are Trylat ft,
la order to prove the great merit o
Ely's Cream lialui, the niott effective cure
or CaLirrh and CoU in Head, we have pre
pared a generous trial siza for 10 ceuta.
Get it of your drupjjt cr seud 19 coats to
ELY B20S., C3 Vurroa Ct., N. Y. City.
clArrh tf t'o wor.t kin-I suleroj
ever since a boy, a:.J 1 i.evtr hoptd fo
eure, but Ely's Cream Unlm teems tc de
even that Many
l.av ure
it with excellent roiulK Oscar Oslrun.,
45 Warren Ave., Cuica;;), 111.
Ely's Cream Balm is t'te acinowled(,'d
urn for caUrrh ruJ contains no cocaine
mercury nor any injurious drug. Yr'.c
60 oenta- - At druggists or by mail
i

TRAINED Nl'RSE AND
Treatment
and
baths a spec- 11
ivrsi- uniuiiilit: oi iviui-- Iiin9lliai.
juiijr.
tlc nce comht Sixth anc Natloual streets. Las
t egas. I'uone a,
CCHOOIi OF COMMEIK'E DAY AND
O niirlit sessions, lloth sexes. Evening
sessions. Mondiiy, Wednesday and Friday.
7;30. Address, V. L. Edwards,' 1'rinclpal, Las
N. M.
liTUt

A

J

Kver

pro-pv-

172--

General;
Hardware
Dealer '

ICATAO

An

C

;

policeman Wallace,
who went to Bland a few years ago,
is running a livery stable down there
and growing rich. It Is said he Is
worth about $5,000 and adding to his
wealth every day.
Jim McLaughlin, another Las VeThe chaflnir dish is an accessory to
gan who went to Bland a few years
the
in preparing special focds
ago Is making big wages as a carpen- for nursery
children.
ter while his wife Is running a small
grocery.
"Bland Is certainly booming" said
Mr. Crowley, "and reminds me a
great deal of the early days of Lead-vlllColo. The streets are pretty
well filled up all the time. There is
plenty of money in the camp and
everybody seems to be doing well.
Tne Albemarle people have invested
a million dollars In the camp, and are
ft.-- to
in
another
million
put
preparing
5FLir''o Pr.
into additional improvements next
spring. They recently purchased the
ELY'S CREAM 1IAT.M Is it posit I re ear.
Lone Star property, and I expect next Apply
Into the nostril. It Is qiuVkly horlil. M
st l)nti7?itt or by ma;l ; samples lur. Iy mall.
spring will witness a big rush of cents
KLX UllOTliF.WS. et Warren tL, hew Vork City.
people into that camp."

ICoU

FOR SALE

zfau4

To f.ty tti.tt a ri t:.
Jiriiit's.
tJ'so.ve v..ts cr.ee consiOc-rcte,i i!v.i!ort to sjtyirjj thai he
of the shadow
K''M ::ilhc
of t'.c atli.
The end was only
But ilat was
qr.es'. i..r. of ttr.-lief
Warner's S:tfo Cure Lad
KureaJ its
over the 1 u;u.
C. II. Lincoln, of Mcdfurd,
Ma;s., :iys ;
"I hid typhoid fever, ar.d
after it c.imj kidney trouble,
and it was whispered around
"thnt I Lad Urigbt's disease ci
the kidneys. I knew what that
meant,' so I pitched the medicine f had outdoors. I then
bought one bottle of Warner'!.
Safe Cure, and took it accordirp
to directions.
Tho first bottle
gave me relief and I bought a
second. Before that was jone 1
had gained nearly ten pounds.
I continued taking Safe Cure.
and it cured me."
" I am
years old,
and enjoy as good health ns any
man of my age. If anyone has
kidney trouble and Warner's
Safe Cure will not cure him,
nothing will. I believe it the
best and only cure for kidney
disease on earth."
Nowhere does tho proverb,
"Delays are dangerous," apply
with such force as in kidney
When. Bright's
derangement.
disease has set in the kidney
tissue is breaking down and
passing away every minute.
The strength of the body is
sapped steadily, surely.
Inasmuch as Warner's Safe
Cure alone stops kidney degeneration, should it not be used
without an hour's delay when
pain in the back and head, a
cold skin and bad digestion give
unmistakable warning?
l

As a cure for rheumatism Chamber
Iain's Pain Balm is gaining a wide
reputation. D. B. Johnston of Richmond, Ind., has been troubled with
that ailment since 1S62. In speaking of it he says: "I never found anything that would relieve mo until I
used Chamberlain's Pain Balm. It
acts like magic with me. My foot was
swollen and paining me very much,
but one good application of Pain
Balm relieved me. For sale by K.
D. Goodall, Druggist.

y5r

water heat, bath, etc., at 610 Fourth
street. Those with pulmonary trouble re21wl
quested not to apply.
A

SSCT

I!

'

ting much bcUcr; what arc jou taking for it?" "Principally advice."

There is a Great Demand at Good Salaries for
Young Men with a Technical KnowleDge iof Mining

o

F. A. JONES. Director.

For Particulars Address:
r

4.
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Advertising is to Business What a Breeze
is to a Yacht,

It Makes It Go.
-

Is Your Business in a Calm?

Advertising

The Las Vegas Daily Optic
Will Set it

A-Goin-

g.

General Broker.

Noe. 1 and i, California and AUantlc expres
have Pnllinaa palace drawing-rooears, tonrlit
Land Grants, Improved Ranches, Native Cattle. Improved Cattle,
sleeping cars and coaches between Chicago and
Cattle Ranges, Horses and Sheep, Real Estate, etc.
Los Asgslea, Saa Diego and Ban Franclsca, and
No.'e 17 and US have Pullman palace cars and
coaches between Chicago and the City of Mexico.
Round trip tickets to points net over 1 miles
Land scrip of all kinds, territorial and county warrants. General land
at 10 per cent reduction.
o(Ece business. Titles secured under the United States land laws.
CommutaUon ticket between Las Vegas and
Hot Springs, 10 rides f 1.00. Good 60 days.
UilAS. P. JONgS,

LAS VEGAS

NEW MEXICO.

1

ovoa
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1

THANKSGIVING

..ZS

TURKEYS
CHICKENS
DUCKS

4

GEESE

z

CRANBERRIES

2

SWEET POTATOES

3

SAUERKRAUT
--

PICKLES

r3

MINCE MEAT
OK

J

:

!

J

j

I

'

Moore

Graaf

j

iiuiimmiiuiiaiiuiiuiiuil
TUESDAY

DEC.

EVENING,

Personal Mention.

1,

X8S9.

B,

STREET TALK.

The Hon. Wm. II. Sewell, of Maine,
who run on the Democratic ticket
with Mr. Bryan for the vice presidency in 1896, was a passenger for
California yesterday.

'

.

for men's and boys'

It

f

Raton Rattle.

FOR REST Two nice rooms at St. Special Correspondence Optic.
Anthony's sanitarium.
Raton, N. M., Dec. 4. The long
talked of and much worried over subGold and silver jewelry at Lujan &
that of removal of the repair
Rivera, the Bridge street Jewelers. ' ject, from
this place is at last settled
shops
and the people of this growing city
v FOR RENT A four room house on are happy. Col. Whigham, of the land
Fifth street. Enquire Chas. Tamme grant company, had an interview with
Third
Barr, when he
passed through here on his tour of in
' Young men come out the open meet spection lately, and the latter gentle:
inn of the A. O. U. W. at Rosenthal's man told the colonel that there wjis
hall.
It no such thing contemplated as the
this place, a
TOR RENT Two large, well fur moving of the shops from
26-- tf

25-t-

24-t-

tf

Wm. Cosner and wife of Raton are
the city the guests of D. T. Low-'r-

and family.
A precious stone set stud.
Finder will be rewarded by leaving
t
same at this office.
25-2-

Davis Stapp has accepted a position with the grocery firm of Bell &
York as city solicitor.
The Las Vegas Mining and Prospecting Co. held their regular annual
meeting last evening.

Men's shoes that will wear and that
also have the style, are to be had at
Boston Clothing House.
It
Stapp is a new lady
clerk at the Ilfeld emporium, assigned
to the Christmas counter.
Miss Dora

Don't forget to come out to the
open meeting at Rosenthal's hall tomorrow night at 8 o'clock.
It
line of infants' shoes
Just received at the Common Sense
t
Shoe etore on Bridge street.
A fSplendid

24-G-

Gregory Is having his Btore
room on Center street, recenv'y va
cated by S. E. Markle, fltlea up.
O, L.

Miss Francis Herbert is a new lady
clerk at E. Rosen wald & Son's, and
will assist during the holiday trade.
FOR RENT One sunny, furnished
room, suitable for gentleman, apply
Mrs. S. A. Clements,
20-924 Gallinas St.
'
3t

County commissioners were in session yesterday afternoon and today
transacting the general routine of
county business.
A large and elegant assortment ol
gold rings, both, plain and fancy set-

tings, at Lujan'

street

&

Rivera, the bridge

.'.

21-5-

t

Ilfeld's delivery

LOST-Fro-

wa

gon, Saturday night, a package mark
ed ,"Slg
Finder please re-

turn to Miss Henry at Ilfeld's.
Boys and
guaranteed
market, at
mon Sense

childrens school shoes,
as good as any on the
low, prices, at the 'Com'
Snoe store, C. V. Hedg- -

cock.

,

J. H. STEARNS,
GROCER.

Railroad Rumblings!
crews in
There will be twenty-tw- o
the pool.
The passenger crews will have their
regular engines as heretofore.
Engineer Barney Archibald is lay
ing off on account of the illness of his
little daughter.
Engineer W. A. Shaw has resumed
his regular run on the Lamy branch,

having charge of engine 928.
After an absence of three months on
a vacation, in the east, Engineer Kirk
has resumed his old run on passenger
engine 819.
E. T. Chapman, a freight conductor
running south, has purchased the
second-han- d
store on Grand avenue,
fact that causes much rejoicing.
formerly conducted by I. Hunsecker.
Tlie sad news was received here on
Engineer Eames, one of the oldest
Friday that Fay Dyer was dead. Fay engineers on the entire line, has rehas been a great sufferer from rheu turned from Santa Fe and will be asmatism and heart disease and had
to his turn in the pool running
tried every means to'recover, but with signed
'
;
...
south.
out success. He died at the A., T. &
who
and
Peeler
Firemen
MeQuiddy,
P. F. hosrital at Topeka.
had temporarily changed runs, have
The venerable Mrs. Letton was so resumed
their former runs, Mcuiddy
.sick on Wednesday and Thursday that on
833 and Peeler on the
Passenger
' ' '
her life was dispaired of for awhile, Hot
'
branch.
Springs
but at present is much improved. Her
Engineer Kammer ha returned
sister, Mrs. Davis, was called from from
Chicago where, he went to perbedside.
to
Colorado Springs
her
form
last sad filial duty due from a
the
sufferer son in
Robert Fletcher, a life-lon- g
the funeral of his
attending
from malformation of the chest in the father who was killed in
that city' in a
region of the heart, died on Friday railroad accident.
and was buried from the residence of
Fireman Oscar I. Henry took quite
his mother on Fifth street, Saturday
sick
at Albuquerque yesterday and
at 3 p. m. Rev. Lonsdale officiating
was obliged to dead-hea- d
back. Mr.
LEO.
at the funeral.
,.
Henry's wife and little girl are both
with
The Enterprise Cigar Manufactur- quite sick, the former suffering
'
an
fever.
of
attack
typhoid
amountCo.
sold
first
their
order,
ing
Assistant Foreman Chas. Ellicott,
ing to 2,000 of "Henry Clay" and
"Montezuma" cigars, to Forsythe & of the round house, a few days ago reLowry this morning. It is certainly ceived the sad intelligence of the
commendable for this firm in thus serious illness of his daughter at St.
patronizing home enterprise. If all Louis, Mo. Mr. Ellicott immediately
cigar dealers in the city Would pur- left for that place, since which time
chase their goods from 'the home none of his friends here have heard
manufacturers a manufacturing en anything from him.
terprise employing twenty to thirty
POOLING BESOMED,
men could be built u-- here and leave
Superintendent Hurley has issued
a large amount of money in circula
orders discontinuing the furnishing of
tion in business channels now going ice to
freight crews udtil warm weathto increase the business and popula
er
'up.
opens
tion of other towns.
Orders have been issued at the shops
to the effect that all engines will be
A SURE CURE FOR CROUP
placed back in the pool. It was but
Use recently that the engines were taken
Twenty-Fiv- e
years' Constant
out of the pool on the Albuquerque
Without a Failure'
and La Junta division, but owing
The first indication of croup is to the rush of business on this division
i.oarseness, and in a child subject to and the lack of the necessary engines
that disease it may be taken as a sure to do the work it was found inexpedient by the company to continue the
sign of the approach of an 'attack.
as the engine crews, after the
Following this hoarseness is a pecu- policy
tiresome run from here to
and
long
liar rough cough. If Chamberlain's
La Junta, and sometimes from La
soon
as
as
is
the
7ough Remedy
given
Junta to Albuquerque, are worn out
jhild becomes hoarse, or even after and
are compelled to
the croupy cough appears, It will pre- ask consequently
a layover of a few hours. This,
for
vent the attack. It is used.. in many
of course causes the engine to
thousands of homes in this broad lose considerable time which means
land and .never disappoints the anx- considerable loss under
present conious mothers. We have yet to learn ditions.
Under the pool system th a
3f a single Instance in which it has not
proved effectual. No other prepara- tans. W. HA V WARD
tion can show such a record twenty-fivyears' constant use without a
failure. For sale by K. D. Goodall.
druggist.
.

'

-

24-6-

t
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See our new puffs, bows and four-ln- Hugh Vaughn, who has been in the
hands. Boston Clothing House. It
Exthe employ of the Wells-Fargpress Co., at Albuquerque, has taken
P. C. Hogsett, the live real ' estate
a like position in this city under Managent, Is probably the best posted man
ager Helfrich. .,
in town on rental properties and im.
Mr. Powers, president of the Agua proved real estate. Mr. Hogsett says
Pura Co., is expected to arrive in the that notwithstanding the fact that
city soon to confer with the mayor and there has been a larger number of
city council relative to the sale to the dwellings built In this city during the
in any year since the
city of the Agua Pura company's past year than
city's birth, that houses are as greatly
water plant.
in demand now as they ever were, and
The congregation of the Presbyter-Ian- , he believes that if fifty houses were
church, this city, have raised ;i erected tomorrow, that he could se
fund of' $800 to ,be used in overhaul cure tenants for them all within ten
Ing and repairing the church edifice. days. He says that "for rent" cards
The subscription list still remains are back numbers, as houses are usuopen to anyone who desires to con- ally spoken for before the old tenant
leaves. Scarcely a day passes that
tribute towards, this worthy object
there are nbt from one to a dozen per
J. W. Kinsley, Supreme Master sons at his office In search ot a house,
Workman, A. O. U. W., arrived today
John M. Reid, father of Wm. C. and
at noon and will attend the A. O. U
All members, R. C. Reid, of this city, arrived from
W. meeting tonight.
especially visiting brothers, are ex Warsaw, ina., yesieraay, wmi a car
pected to be present. Regular meet load of furniture and Five stock. Mr.
ing of Diamond lodge No. 4 A. O. U Reid has leased the Wiley property,
W. tonight at 1:30 p. m.
facing Hillside park, and intends to
become a permanent resident of this
The OptfC publishes this evening in
Mrs. Reid Is expected to arrive
city.
full the President's message to con within a short
time.
gress, something which papers "n
times
cities?
'Several
The man who hereafter passes along
many
larger
than .uas Vegas seldom attempt. You Center street in search of a barber
do not have to wait until tomorrow to shop must be as blind as the proverread a big piece ot news like this ii bial bat If he falls to see the 'uni
you take he Optic, :
versal sign indicative of that business
Dr. 5Ahlers, dentisV over the First that is being painted on the front of
National 'bank. Hours 8:30 a. m. to the building on the street occupied
,
12 m.; 1:30 to 5 p. i. and 7 to 9 p. m. by Blauvelt Bros.
204-t- f

Deerf Got, Sausage,
YFresli New York Apples,

"

Pure Buckweat,
Fresh Preserves,
Jellies, etc., at

C. D. BOUCHER,
to II. Hof mlster.)e
L.'

BRIDGE STREET,

L

Thos.

W.

first crew in is the first out, and In the
event that the regular crow of an engine desires to lay off they enn do so,
the engine meanwhile not losing any
time.

Friday,

VEGAS.

Young ladles be sure your best fellow takes you to the meeting, Wednesday evening at Rosenthal's hall, for it
costs them nothlngto come out and
listen to the speaking, and afterwards
you can dance, play games or eat
lunch until you are satisfied, and go
home happy; but be sure and come. It
acJud Shotwell, a school boy
quaintance back in the old Ohio home
of Frank Forsythe and whom he had
not seen for 40 years. He is now an
Arizona copper king stopped oft between trains Sunday en route east on
a short visit to his old friend.

,

ritt

has

yt

wm
iiLi IliS

iy.

furnished
FOR RENT A nicely
room, with bath and grate. Inquire
at this office.
cottage for

rent with all conveniences.' Hot and
Hot Springs, N.

M.

294-t-

,

f

m

WFAK

FOR

Green-loaf-

AND

1"';''':'--'--

.

.'

IS

Ladies' Embroidered Apron?,
Laca and Damask Curtains,
Gentlemen's Linen & Silk
Handkerchiefs.
G, ntleinen's Wool & silk Mufllers,
Gentlemen's Gloves,
Gentlemen's Silk ShirU,
Gentlemen's Neckwear, ,
Waists, Silks, Dress Good ,
Dress Silks, Fino Blanket,
Table Linen.

-

"

mm

wi

E.J.

GEHRING.

Son,

P. C.

WISE

&

Hogsett, Notary Public

HOGSETT,

LOANS AND REAL
ESTATE,
East Las
N.
Sisth
P. O. HOGSETT,

'

1

Can be had at Our Store.

mm leaer Shoe

AT.

"

h

Railroad Ave.

Co

lenerai

Me r ctianuiser

Ranch trarle a specialty.

Masonic Temple.

Highest prices paid for wool, hides and pelts.

Plaza"
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A j eduction in prices this week on all our
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Lfidifs' Jacket
besuld at $3 25.

Saline Waists,
Black Mercerized
Collars separaStock
new
a
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now be sold for ble, $t. 50 goods, for : : :

84 50.

No.

An Ever Ready, Effect! ve Time
and Labor Savins Device
...for Premier Users.
Simplifies BUI Making- and writing
figures of different denominations iu
columns.
It in no way Interferes with the
typewriter for usual lines of work.
The Smith Premier Typewriter Co.

Colo.

Dcr.bie
sated lluckly Cloth
Cellar, lined with aiosy eilk, was $7.00
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'braid trimmed,
Flar.r.el Wai.ls,
and Colors, de.athable
No. 1207 Extra Heavy Twill GreyCMh Jack-t- (
for O
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dr.utle BiHebed seams bl.ielc velvet collar, wae collars, the $1 .75 kind,
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storm collar, double bruHStetl, lined with away silk,
No.
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lancj' braided black
Flannel cWaists,
lo s, detachable Stock Col
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1300 now 810 50.

lar, $2.00 goods, for
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No. 1115 An extra good Crushed PluBh Jacket,
large heavy uilUr, two rows of bin toon, lined with
heavy Twill S itln, was U 00 uovv SI 1.75.

Each and every garment sold by us is guaranteed to lit and give satisfaction or money
back.
': '
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WHOLESALE GROCERS
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WOOL DEALERS,
Las Vegas N.'.M.
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Full Duty

Our present stock is
a remarkably large
one We clali youf
particular attention to our "remarkably" low prices and large assortment. Here are some "Hot Shots"
fiom the ''Big Gun:"

DRESS
DAIKIO

Tricot Cfoth
In Navy and Black, full gored, lined
and bound, regular $1,25 skirt

Black Brocaded
Full gored 'skirt, lined and bound
with biased velveteen, regular O
:

:

:

:

yOv

Plaids and Fancies
An assorted lot of over 100 skirts,
.
all well made and worth (1?
double what we ask : :

.
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Black Brocaded Silk

.
j
Waists, in solid
Skirts, tailor made, good quality
French Flannel
the waists are the latest lining, coiduroy binding, 56.50 would
bi cheap, but now
arrivals, 4. 00 goods, for

$4.19

r..ij
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$1

Do

All wool, tailor made, felled seams,
Jlarinel Waists, fancy trimmed, with
good
quality of lining, corduroy bind
in
and
black
cilt
bv.ttons,
laige
ing, a special bargain
colors.detat liable Stock col- - (E .
$3-9- 8
lars, ft. 25 kind, for : ':

and here is the place
to make your Selections.
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Now is the time to buy
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The Center of Attraction.

O. II. ADAMS, Manager,

,4027 Champa Street, Denver,
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RECOGNIZED STYLES
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Anything you want in tho Hardware line.

1
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East Las Vegas.

Just the Thing for Cold Weather,

OF THE

Sixth St., nfc.U door to Ertwarrl Henrv.!
or will cull at residence when Ui'siretf. ft
uoiismtuuon aim lilting Free.
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PATTERNS.

ABB,
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FITTING.

The King Among Heating Stoves.

Graduate

&

ANGES.

Better quality, handsomer finish, o supci ior grade of work
cannot be found in any other
raje. Price within your
reach. Come and seo them. Ev'.iitYTiiixa iT the Hardware Lixe. rLUMUING and STEAM and HOT WATER

Established iS8r.

EES The only insurance company operating under a state law of non, forfeiture, providing for extended insurance iu case of lapse after three years, Hai
given better resnlts in settlement with living policy holders for premiums
paid than any other company.
Death claims paid with the utmost promptness and di'patck. Writes
any form of policy that may be wanted, and every poUcy contains the niOst
liberal terms and best advantages.
-

SI n km

Sixth Street.

1848.

:i

The finest Heating Stoles that ever
rolled into Las Vegas, and

t-

j?oirr,A.Ni,..ii3f.'
(Incorporated
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Hardware Store.
Bridge Street
LUDWIQ ILFELD.
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Hayward
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AND COST NO MORE THAN OTUERS DO.
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AGENTS FOR STANDARD

Fish, Ponltrj, Home Rendered Lard Hams, Bacon, Pickles, Ete.

union

ft!

-

Impaired Vision
who hits tlio exprlnnco imfl alillitf
fit any eye that glasses will liclp.

;

KHKD GOOD TOOLS.

N. M.

Embroidered Lace, and
Linen Handkerchiefs,
Children's Kid. Gloves and
Kid Mittens,
Ladies' Kid Gloves,
Ladies' Neck Wear,
Leather Goods,
Ice, Wool Squares,
Ladies' Silk Mitten-Fur Collarettes,
Ladies' Jackets and Capes,
Fine Marseilles Bed Spreads,

17-l-

Manager

GO OB CARPENTERS
u OURS ARE THAT
KIND,

the
Useful Holiday Presents
Ladies'

,Mrs. H. M. North, tho dressmaker,
has moved from 318 N. Grand avenue
to 329 N. Railroad avenue, and re
spectfully solicits tho patronage of
ladles desiring to have work done,
Reduced rates for the next 30 days.

Apply

1

miwm Biivisii
mil
Will Give You
Choice of

"

See Patty before purchasing your
heating stove. '; Hia lino is complete
23 Ot.'.
Bridge street.

cold water.

M. QREENBEROGR, Prop.

THE LEADERS OF DRY GOODS.

For saddle and harness repairing,
carriage trimming, etc., call on J. C.
Jones, next to S. Patty's.Bridge street.

A cix room

just in.

BOSTON CLOTHING HOUSE

We are preparing surprises for tho young
folks ami for tho old folks (there are
none too young or too old to enjoy tho do.
lights of Christmas time) and we wish
our invitation to this first view of Christmas good things fchouid ho appropriated
by each man, woman and child within fifty
miles of 'Vegas as a special invitation to
himself or herself from

m Las Vegas,

ets. All dructrisis refund the money
if it fails to cure. 25c. The genuine has
Z48-6L. 15. Q. on each tablet.
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New Line of Neckwear

SSTA

THE PLAZA,

to cniE a coi.u jn o;e
Take Laxative J3romo Quiniuo Tab

HEADQUARTERS FOR

.
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Wednesday, Dec. 6 th.

Hi

,
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An extra pair of Trousers for school; a Suit for Sunday, or a
Cap when he goes tkating. Bring him in and let us. fix him up.
Djn't forget cur MEN'S SHOE DEPARTMENT when you
need a good pair of shoes.

11

Of
Christmas Goods,

II Be2inningES32

want, pn express wagon ring
OiKwford. Clay & Givens,

SIXTH STREET, EAST LAS VEQASV.
.

Splendid Show

See our line of hats and caps. BosIt
ton Clothing House.
the
at
Tho locally famous meals
Plaza hotel are equal to the best to
be ' found anywhere. Superior food,
prepared by professional cooks, served
by courteous waiters from snowy
tables, leaves nothing to be desired.
Every meal is a pleasant surprise and
" 136-tf- .
.
a toothsome delight.

Doth 'pnones.

h

Then Look Qui For The Boy!

Our

Trinidad Romero, Jr.,
charge of the excavation for the sew;
er pipe has progressed ns far as the
lots adjoining The OptiC office 'and
the main pipes has been laid from the
terminus of the sewer east of the San;
ta Fe tracks to the alley in the rear
of Rosenthal Bros, store on Lincoln
avenue.

up J. J.

ift

Will be

m

Over-

They're big valve. Then perhaps you need some)
Wo bave a larg
Un.iL nvear suitable for thesj co!d days.
variety, and our price wiJl suit you. If you need a warm
Ulster or a pair of warm Mittens or Glove3 this is the place you
are looking for.
coats.

Great Event

Letters received in the city from
the vicinity of Portales, say that the
sheepmen of that neighborhood are
having trouble with unknown parties
who fire Into the camps at night. One
sheepman has exchanged shots with
the midnight marauders on three dlf:
ferent occasions. Portales is where a
young sheepman was killed a few
i
weeks ago.

unJ get oce of Ihcss $12.50 "U.S. is U."

come

iUU--

Next

for the
H. T. Warner,
firm of Wagner & Myers, received furniture today from his eastern home
and Is one of the happiest men in
town, knowing well that as part
of his household has arrived, that the
main part and, in fact, the only
part will soon follow. Mr. and Mrs.
will occupy the Mclilroy
Warner
house on North Railroad avenue,
about the 15th of the month.

Fee. That Gold Wind?

Did You

m

The

book-keep-

If you

?3

The

E. T. Chapman has purchased the
second hand store of Engineer Kirk.
Mr. Kirk will resume his old position
on the road in the '"passenger service.
Mr.Chapman is an old time freight and
passenger conductor having run on
the Las Vegas and Albuquerque-d- i
vision for the past year. He came
here from the city made famous by
baked beans and out of which he has
pulled many a car load.

who
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Dec. I, 1899.
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(Successor

Young Onions,

..

LOST

.

Grapes,
Nuts,
Raisins,
Fresh Tomatoes,

Parsley,

Vice-rreside- nt

f

nished rooms for housekeeping, "14
26-Main St.
in

Lettuce, Peaches,
Radishes, Pears,

son.

Greenberger's
sweaters.

Cutlery at Gearing's.

finds us with our usual supply of good things lor the
table, and in addition to the
regular menu we have such
specialties as

J. J. Smith left

on a visit to
Fhcenix, Arizona, yesterday.
Judge II. L. Waldo came in from
Albuquerque on No. 22 today.
Rev. J. M. Coudert, well known in
Las Vegas, is up from Bernalillo.
Mrs. Shuckhart and daughter from
Fulton station, are in town to do some
shopping.
Judge Crumpacker and wife passed
through from Albuquerque for Chicago on No. 22 today.
Rafael Romero, who came down to
attend the Elks Memorial services,
returned to his Mora home today.
P. J. Towner, Colorado cattle inspector, expects to leave in a few days
for Chicago, on a visit to bis wife and
Mrs.
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EVERYTHING MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.
rat

Ioestlaal Bros.
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